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ABSTRACT 

Objective: The objective of this study is to acquire an understanding of how fashion com-

panies can use Instagram and Instagrammers as part of their branding strategy. In order to be mo-

re concrete in our research, we have used the Finnish fashion company, Marimekko. We investi-

gated how Marimekko could utilize Instagram and Instagrammers to reach their goals of creating 

brand awareness among their target group in Denmark and change already existing attitudes to-

wards the brand. 

Methodology: The study will accomplish its research objective through a social constructi-

vist approach. The empirical data in this thesis originates from primary and secondary sources. 

The primary data consists of data collected through an online questionnaire with the total sample 

size of 97 and expert interview. In addition we used relevant websites, blogs and social media 

networking sites to collect empirical data.  

Findings: Our findings show that in order to create awareness among Danish millennials 

through Instagram Marimekko should use Instagram as a megaphone to spread out their messa-

ges to a big audience but also as a magnet to attract traffic to their account. Marimekko should 

aim to post content that they followers engage with in order to create relationships and increase 

the organic reach through E-word-of-mouth. The findings of this thesis also shows that the Insta-

grammers who Marimekko should work have to be aligned with the company's values and ove-

rall strategy. In Denmark Marimekko should use a mixture of mega, macro and micro Insta-

grammers for different purposes. 

 

Keywords: Instagram, Instagrammers, communication, branding, influencer marketing, social 
media 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATION 

Instagram 

The mobile based, social media networking platform was founded in 2010 and has 

since its foundation has grown to be one of the most popular social media platforms in 

the world, with more than 1 billion monthly active users and 500 million active users per 

day (Statista, 2019). 

Instagram is a free networking app allowing people to share photos and videos with 

their followers or to a selected group of friends. Users can engage with each other by 

liking, commenting or sharing posts (Instagram, 2019). 

Instagram is known for its visual content as the platform’s premise is based on sharing 

pictures and videos (Webwise, 2017) and the platform’s range of photo editing features 

and digital filters (Statista, 2019) has contributed to the popularity of the platform (Web-

wise, 2017). 

Follow and followers 

Instagram is based on user-generated content where users take pictures or videos and 

upload them to the platform for their followers to see. Users can choose to have a public 

or a private account, either the account is public, meaning that everyone can see the 

content of the account and choose to follow that account. Or the account is private, 

which means that content is only available for followers of the account, and if users 

would like to see the content or follow the account they must send a request, and sub-

sequently the account holder must approve the follower (Instagram, 2019) 

Instagram story 

Users can share pictures and videos without these being featured on their accounts. 

The function is called Instagram story and users can share those to selected followers 

or to all of their followers. The story is available for 24 hours, unless the user chooses to 

put it on their profile, but in their “highlights” which is featured (Instagram, 2019). 

Users can tag other people, use hashtags, Gifs and emojis in their stories. It is also 

possible to share other user’s stories with your followers. 
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Hashtags 

When users upload to the platform they can opt for the use of hashtags. The hashtag 

feature begins with the pound sign: # followed by a word or a phrase with no spaces in 

between the words, no punctuation and no special characters (Brooks, 2014). The 

hashtag function allow user to search for certain topics in which they have an interest 

e.g. #fashion, or to create attention and promote a post, as it allows other users to find 

your post. On Instagram users can follow specific hashtags within their interest areas or 

they can search for them where they can see the recent posts where other users have 

used the searched hashtag (Instagram, 2019). 

Business profiles 

It is common to see company profiles on Instagram. Especially within the fashion indus-

try is the platform popular, and it is estimated that 98% of companies have Instagram 

account (Statista, 2019). Companies Instagram as business profiles. All users can 

change their account into a business profile. The user have to choose in which category 

the view their business. However, 

Millennials  

Millennial generation, also called generation Y, is the one after generation X and refers 

to individuals born between 1980 and 2000 (Lu et al., 2013). Members of this genera-

tion are known as digital natives because they grew up in an environment, ingrained 

with social networking, such as Facebook, Youtube and Twitter. This generational seg-

ment is therefore heavily influenced by and reliant on social media and they actively 

share and contribute content to other users on social media platforms (Bolton et. al., 

2013). Millennials spend a lot of their time on social media, on average 3,5 hours per 

day (Statista, 2016). This makes them an excellent target for influencer marketing 

online. This generation has received extensive attention since it is a large and influential 

consumer segment. Millennials are now a leading group of consumers, at 75 million 

strong, with roughly $200M in annual buying power and a strong voice on social media 

(Curtin, 2018).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Companies are increasingly implementing Social media in their business strategies, as 

social media presence allow companies to build their brands (Keegan & Rowling, 2017); 

by engaging in two-way communication with their audience at a low cost and busines-

ses are increasingly recognizing the need for social media presence as a means of 

building their brands. Consequently, more and more companies have implemented so-

cial media marketing in their business strategies (Statista, 2019) and through activities 

like posting text and image updates, videos, and other content that drives audience en-

gagement (Wordstream, 2020), companies are able to reach a broad target group at 

low costs (Chen & Lin, 2019) 

The purpose of social media marketing is to create content that other users will engage 

with and share in order to reach current and new consumers and strengthening the 

brand (Chen & Lin, 2019). Business features are continuously added to social networking 

sites (SNS) helping companies reach their customers based on demographic factors 

and behaviour on the respective sites. Companies have the possibility to promote the 

brand through paid social media advertising, which include companies sharing content 

and pay the site to expose their content to targeted consumers (Casaló et al., 2018). This 

also means that users who do not have requested to see a post from these companies 

are exposed to them even though they have not requested it or have any interest in it.  

Furthermore, the nature of social media has made customer information accessible for 

companies which make them able to target their customers more specifically (Lou & Yuan 

2019). Likewise, consumers are able to reach brands they like more specifically. Social 

media has empowered consumers to participate in the co-creation of the brand mea-

ning, and to contribute to the evolution of the brand image (Keller, 2013). Therefore 

branding strategies have become a question of whether companies are able to build va-

lued relationships and facilitate conversations about the brand (Rubenstein, 2002). 

With the rise of social media and smartphones people are constantly being exposed 

with impressions, including adverts, every day (Backaler, 2018). Through various media 
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channels, the overexposure increases and adverts are being considered intrusive 

(Backaler, 2018). Consumers have a growing distrust for brands and an aversion to tradi-

tional interruption marketing techniques and they are increasingly downloading ad-

blocking software (Backaler, 2018). Therefore, companies have turned to personalities 

within their industry 

Influencers are online personalities who have a high number of followers on their SNSs 

and are able to influence other people (Lou & Yan, 2019), and “affect or change the way 

other people behave, for example through social media” (Cambridge dictionary, 2019). 

Influencers hold the position as market mavens or opinion leaders within certain areas 

or niches, and can be found on various social networking sites, exerting their influencer 

to their followers. 

Some Influencers are essentially ‘regular people’ who have achieved celebrity status on 

SNS by conveying their interest and knowledge on SNS. Social media celebrities are 

known for having a high amount of followers, Dependent on the area of niche of know-

ledge, influencers share content on adjusted to their choice of SNSs (Casaló et al 2018).  

Especially , the SNS Instagram has become a popular sit amongst Influencers. Insta-

gram has with its visual focus various editing tools provided a platform, where users can 

post enhanced photos and videos, providing a communication channel suitable for 

companies in industries that wish to build their brands through visual communication.   

To illustrate the impact on company branding using social media influencers, it would be 

interesting to look at the highest paid influencer on Instagram, the reality star and make-

up business owner Kylie Jenner. Whenever she posts on her Instagram recommending 

or endorsing brands to her 128 million followers on Instagram, the value of that post for 

the affiliated companies is worth DKK 6 million in “ad-equivalent value” (Petter, 2018). 

Thus, one of Kylie’s posts is just as effective as a whole advertisement campaign. The 

case of Kylie is quite extraordinary, as it is not common that one individual can create 

this much value with a single post (Petter, 2018), however, the phenomenon of indivi-

duals sponsored content on Instagram will reach 4.95 million in 2019 (Statista, 2019). 

Specifically, on Instagram influencers go by the term Instagrammers. 
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1.1 Research problem and objectives 

Companies have experienced success by using Influencer marketing. Both international 

as well as national companies opt for influencer marketing. The influencer marketing 

concept keeps evolving which can make a difficult task to manage, however, in Den-

mark in just two years the revenue for companies that mostly relied on influencers in 

their marketing strategy, doubled their revenue, However, the high percentage is also a 

reflection of how wide and used influencer marketing was only two years ago. 

In Denmark, the area of influencing is growing, likewise is the use of influencer marke-

ting. However, even though companies experience success with influencer marketing, 

the concept is still so new in Denmark that it is impossible for companies to have re-

vealed all the implications related to influencer marketing. Current research focuses on 

how to measure the performance and outcome (Abidin, 2016), how influencer can in-

fluence on B2B versus B2C and on how users have become famous personalities using 

SNSs. However, the phenomenon is still so new that academic literature within the field 

is rather limited. Furthermore, the research within influencer marketing in Denmark is 

even more limited, and information about influencer marketing is provided by tech-

websites and communication blogs. 

We would like to address this gap between companies who want to target Danish con-

sumers and the use of influencer marketing. As case company we will use a Finnish de-

sign company Marimekko. Marimekko wants to grow their clientele in Scandinavia and 

targets especially young consumers between 20-40 years old. We will look into how Ma-

rimekko can use Instagram efficiently in Denmark in order to reach their branding goals 

and how they can use Instagrammers as a part of it. Case company will be presented in 

chapter number 4. 
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1.2 Research question 

This leads us to our Research question: How Marimekko can utilize Instagrammers as a 

part of their Instagram strategy in order to create brand awareness and change attitu-

des? 

In order to answer to the research question we use following sub questions: 

What kind of social media platform is Instagram and how companies can utilize it? 

Who are Instagrammers and what are the benefits of cooperating with them? 

What are the possible drawbacks for working with Instagrammers? 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Social media theory 

It can be a challenge for companies to navigate and manage the communication deri-

ved from controlling a social media networking site. Gallaugher & Ransbotham (2010) 

describe the communication taking place on social media sites between companies and 

social media users, as a company’s social media based customer dialog. This dialog 

comes in various forms and contexts, which Gallaugher & Ransbotham have conceptu-

alized as a framework with guidelines for companies using social media, and they outli-

ne 3M’s as three communicative activities the company has to pay attention. 

Their first M is the Megaphone which is the firm initiated dialog. The social media site 

functions as a megaphone from where companies can share their message publicly. 

Potentially, the megaphone can reinforce and clarify the company’s communication, and 

reach a higher number of their target groups. However, Gallaugher & Ronsbatham 

(2010) stress that there are many paths to reach customers and the appropriateness 

and effectiveness of each path will depend on the communication goals. 

The second M is the Magnet which is the customer initiated dialog, where companies 

should use their site to draw inbound dialog. If companies manage to establish a recog-

nizable social media presence they may be able to attract customers to their site and 

make users to initiate conversations with the company and other customers. Potentially, 

customer will give feedback which may help companies to enhance their customer rela-

tionship regarding feedback, product innovation, customer service and provide enhan-

ced customer knowledge. Furthermore, the traffic drawn to the company site may in-

fluence other users as the communication provides information and displays the interac-

tion of a firm with other customers (Gallaugher&Ransbotham, 2010: 200). 

The third M stands for Monitor and is the customer to customer dialog. Customers will 

always interact with other customers. To monitor conversations about the company can 

be a time consuming task, due to the many users and conversations taking place on 
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social media sites. However, if companies are able to detect these conversations they 

can decide to weigh in and possibly change negative mentions into positive, but more 

importantly companies can use these interactions for customer insights and market in-

telligence.  However, as everything is public, companies must take into account that 

their competitors have access to the same information. 

However, the landscape of social media is filled with various social media networking si-

tes, all with their own unique features that facilitate various communication patterns and 

practices (Kietzmann et al, 2011). This means that companies have to understand and 

detect the common practices on their relevant social media sites, in order to navigate 

successfully on the sites and to avoid pitfalls.  The common practices on a social media 

networking site could also be perceived as the most common activities (Kietzmann et al, 

2011). These activities have been conceptualized by Kietzmann et al. (2011) in a ho-

neycomb with seven boxes where each box describe an activity in which users are in-

volved in. The activities are mentioned as: identity, conversations, sharing, presence, 

relationships, reputation and groups. 

Identifying which activities are the most used with the company’s target group and into 

which degree users are involved with a specific activity on Instagram can help com-

panies to reveal specific facets of how users experience Instagram (Kietzmann et al, 

2011:243). This will give an indication of which activities that are the most important for 

the company’s target group and which meaning they have for the users when engaging 

in these activities. The Honeycomb provide an overview of a common practices we can 

investigate, however, the theory was developed in 2011, which means that the activities 

mentioned may not cover common practices sufficiently, due to the rapidly evolvement 

in social media. 

 Companies should be available, active (Mangold&Faulds, 2015) and interact with their 

followers (Mangould&Faulds, 2015; Kaplan&Hanlein, 2009). It is important for com-

panies to create a site where users feel a relation to the site and the brand. Therefore, 

companies must attempt to attract users and traffic to their site (Gaullagher&Robatan, 

2010). In order to attract users companies must create an interesting social media pre-

sence, and create valuable content Kaplan&Hanlein, 2009; Felix et al, 2017 ). Making 

sure users are attracted to their sites companies can make use of campaigns and out-

rageous content (Mangold&Faulds, 2015). However, can provide a boost in activity on 
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the site, where it is just as important to build a solid site attracting genuine interested 

consumer, why researchers recommend that companies make sure to create content 

that reflect their values and engage in conversations with their followers (Kietzman et al, 

2011; McFarland&Ployhart, 2015). 

As Gallaugher&Rambotham (2010) provide an excellent overview of the importance of 

establishing, nurturing and managing customer dialog and also outlines the most impor-

tant factors that companies must take into account when dealing with customer. Howe-

ver, the framework does not go into detail in how to create effective communication. 

 

2.1.1 Social media influencers 

In order for Marimekko to decide how they should implement influencer marketing in 

their Instagram strategy, we will first look into the phenomenon described as social me-

dia influencers, as we find it necessary to understand how these individuals are able to 

exert influence on others, before being able to utilize social media influencers optimally. 

The phenomenon of social media influencers (SMI) is a somewhat new phenomenon, 

and is first seen in the beginning of the 2010’s (Grin, 2019). Social media influencers 

(SMI) can be described as individuals who endorse and promote brands and products 

through their social networking sites in the attempt to influence the consumer behavior 

and attitudes towards brands (Lou & Yuan, 2019; Casaló, Flavián & Ibáñez-Sánchez, 2018) 

Through creating and sharing textual and visual content on their social networking sites 

influencers have been able to accumulate a solid base of followers to who they provide 

their an insight into their personal, everyday lives, their experiences and opinions (Abidin, 

2016). Therefore they have access to a large audience of consumers who follow their 

social media activity regularly. 

Literature regarding SMIs is vast and based on the number of articles, blogposts and 

books SMIs is an interesting subject for researchers. Researchers have in the attempt 

to identify the most important factors present when individuals influence others online. 

Thus SMIs have been studied in regards to the users that follow SMIs on social media 

(Erz, Marder & Osadchaya, 2018), the relationship between SMIs and their followers, how 
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SMIs are able to exert their influence (Martensen et al., 2018) and which kind of individuals 

that become influencers (Lou, C., & Yuan, S. (2019).). 

The social media influencer phenomenon can be perceived as somewhat new (Albeit, 

2018), but the concept of influencers is not. Companies have used individuals to endor-

se and promote their brands and products for decades. However, previously influencers 

were celebrities known from traditional media expressing their endorsements in adver-

tisements, TV-commercials and campaigns. Consumers would see recognized celebri-

ties promoting and endorsing these brands and products which resulted in an increase 

in demand and sales. Individuals who have the ability to influence the behavior of others 

by promoting and endorsing brands are in literature described as opinion leaders (Kat-

zenfeld, 1962). 

Reviewing extant literature within the area of opinion leadership it becomes evident that 

the subject has been widely studied through time. The first studies were introduced in 

academia in 1962 (Katzenfeld, 1962). Naturally, these studies have been focusing on 

opinion leaders influencing face to face to a limited number of consumers, or celebrity 

opinion leaders facilitated by mass media. Therefore, opinion leader theory does not ta-

ke the web 2.0 and internet information search into account. However, newly conducted 

studies still rely on the findings regarding which mechanisms that arise between opinion 

leader and opinion seeker, and consumer behavior, as these still apply, however, in a 

new communication environment. 

The person of which other consumers seek advice with and thereby influence those 

consumers in their behavior can be described as an opinion leader (Lin, Bru-

ning&Svarna, 2018 ; Loeper, Steinar&Stewart, 2013; Rogers&Cartano, 1962); Flynn, 

Goldsmith&Eastmann, 1996). Because of their knowledge and therefore their ascribed 

status, opinion leaders exert an unequal amount of influence on the decisions of others 

(Flynn, Goldsmith & Eastmann, 1996) 

Opinion leaders are perceived as having an important role in successful marketing stra-

tegies, as their contribution has proven to have an effect on consumer’s decision ma-

king (Flynn et al. 1996) as they influence the opinions, attitudes, beliefs, motivations and 

behaviors of others (Valente&Pupuang, 2007). Therefore, opinion seekers will imitate 

purchase and consumption behavior they admire (Flynn et al, 1996).   
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Opinion leader theory is based on the assumption of opinion seekers are in need of ad-

vice which they will seek with other consumers with more knowledge than themselves 

regarding a specific topic (Loeper, Stenier&Stewart, 2013) and are often viewed as an 

expert within a specific area (Veirman, Cauberghe&Hudders, 2017). However, opinion 

leaders could also exert influence in many areas (Rogers&Cartano, 1962). The experti-

se stems for opinion leader’s ability to sort through information from accurate sources 

and thereafter facilitate that information to the opinion seekers. It is thus, not only the in-

formation it self, that makes and opinion leader, but also the ability to facilitate knowled-

ge. This is also related to the how the opinion leader functions in social contexts, where 

opinion leaders tend to have a higher status (than non-leaders), tend to be more innova-

tive, cosmopolitan and participate more in social settings (Rogers&Cartano, 1962). 

When consumers are to make fashion choices (apparel, bags, shoes), and engage in 

the search and hereafter purchasing items, the opinion of an opinion leader is even mo-

re important, as fashion items are closely related to status (Casaló, Flavián&Sánchez, 

2018). Consequently, consumers will seek the opinion of an opinion leader they regard 

as the expert within the area they seek advice. However, as they usually are domain 

specific in their knowledge, opinion leaders may be leader within one topic but an opini-

on seeker within another topic. Furthermore, where opinion leaders may be perceived 

as the leader in on context, they might take on the opinion seeker role in another con-

text (Vollero et al, 2016). 

It is possible to divide opinion leaders into two categories according to the network they 

influence. Opinion leaders can be categorized as individuals who exert influence in their 

immediate environment, such as relatives, friends or colleagues, and opinion leaders 

with a wider social status like celebrities (Lin, Bruning&Svarna, 2018). Individuals are of-

ten viewed as sharing the most reliable information and are perceived as trustworthy 

sources (Loeper, Stenier&Stewart, 2013; Flynn et al, 1996). Celebrity opinion leaders 

are those the consumer is exposed to from e.g. media or advertising and are often paid 

to endorse brands or products, a premise the consumer is aware of, however, the fact 

that they are paid is often linked to a lower level of credibility (Martensen, Schack, Zahi, 

2018). 

How opinion leaders exert influence can be conceptualized in the two-step flow of 

communication (Flynn et al, 1986; Rogers&Cartano, 1962; Karlsen, 2015). The concept 
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entails that mass media mediate messages to an audience where consumers interpret 

this message and facilitate that knowledge to a smaller group (Karlsen, 2015). 

2.1.2 Influencer marketing 

Taking opinion leaders into the context of a social media setting, where they are descri-

bed as social media influencers, researchers have investigated social media influencers 

in relation to how companies can utilize SMIs for marketing purposes. 

These studies all find a direct correlation with the enhancement of brands and effecti-

veness in their social media marketing strategy by using influencer marketing and com-

panies are increasingly realizing that implementing influencer marketing in their social 

media marketing strategies is an effective tool for branding purposes (Levin, 2020) . In-

fluencer marketing refers to a form of marketing where companies invest in selected in-

fluencers to create and/or promote their branded content to both the influencers’ own 

followers and to the brands’ target consumers. 

Thus, companies can use influencers in their marketing strategies to reach a vast au-

dience and for promoting, reviewing and endorsing the company’s products (Source 

sponsorship; other review). Additionally, influencers connect the company with its inten-

ded target group while the influencer still have a direct communication with the target 

group (Castillo&Fernandez, 2019). This direct communication has resulted in the estab-

lishment of credibility in a specific industry or niche through their activities on their sites 

and influencers are generally perceived as trustworthy by other users (Keller and Berry, 

2003). 

Influencers are individuals, who have this knowledge within a certain area, and are usu-

ally regular people who are able to facilitate that knowledge to other users. However, al-

so celebrities known from traditional media can be described as influencers, if they have 

managed to create a social media presence. According to Kemp et al.(2019) there are 

two types of influencers which can be described as macro-influencers and micro-

influencers. Macro influencers have over 10,000 social media followers, whereas micro-

influencers have less. Macro-influencers have naturally a wider reach due to their high 

number of followers. However, many brands and organizations with have found success 

through the use of “micro-influencers,” who are less well-known online personalities and 
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opinion leaders with approximately 1,000 to 10,000 followers on a social media plat-

form. 

However can be argued that is not necessarily the number of followers that is the most 

effective factor, as the engagement on social media is paramount, suggesting that micro 

influencers, who are regular people, are more likely to build a closer relationship with 

their followers. Instafamous argue that this is due to consumers feel more related to “re-

gular” people than celebrities as they are more approachable.   

Influencer marketing also involves compensating the SMI for their work i.e. creating and 

sharing content on their sites. Therefore, the company must consider their demands to 

the influencer in respect to whether they want specific quality and quantity of the content 

the influencer shares, the use of hashtags and text. Related to this, companies should 

clarify their expectations to the outcome of the campaign and how they will measure the 

success. Successful outcomes could include reach, engagement rate or conversions. 

(Vierman & Hudders (2019). 

Furthermore, the company must consider the regulations on the market concerning in-

fluencer marketing and how they make sure that the influencer complies with these rest-

rictions, as a violation could lead back to company resulting in a backlash for the com-

pany involving negative PR and consequently damaging the company’s profit. However, 

how the company should implement the influencer marketing should be fully aligned 

with their overall strategy (Levin , 2020). He further argues that the target audience, the 

objective and the definition of success should be clearly defined in order for companies 

to be able to navigate and structure their use of influencer marketing. 

2.1.3 WOM and eWOM 

Previous research has shown that Word-of-mouth (WOM) recommendation is more ef-

fective compared to other marketing strategies  (Weiss, 2014). That is, people believe in 

more what they hear through their social networks and the message is perceived more 

persuasive when it doesn’t come straight from the company (Trusov et al., 2009; Weiss, 

2014).  In the marketing literature the term word-of-mouth (WOM) was coined to explain 

the informal person-to-person communication between consumers without a commer-

cial influence about a particular product, service or company (Harrison-Walker, 2001). 
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According to Anderson (1998) Word of mouth (WOM) is known as an information given 

by the people about products and services and has an impact on the consumer behav-

iour. 

The rapid adoption of social media, along with the easy access to peer information, has 

led to massive online word-of-mouth communication (Pedersen et al. 2014; Trusov et al. 

2009). EWOM communication can be described as any positive or negative statements 

made by a potential, actual, or former customer about a product or company which is 

available for a multitude of the people and institutes via the Internet (Hennig-Thurau et 

al. 2004). It provides consumers opportunity for gathering product information from oth-

er consumers and offer their own consumption-related advice (ibid.) However, accord-

ing to Heinonen (2011) people tend to be more doubtful towards eWOM compared to 

face-to-face recommendations since eWOM is anonymous. 

EWOM in influence marketing context have clear similarities but also obvious differ-

ences from the WOM and eWOM between consumers. Instagrammers use their voice 

to spread information about a product or a brand to their network. However, they do it 

with the purpose of affecting consumers buying behavior and attitudes (De Veirman et 

al. 2017). Earlier, WOM has been thought to be recommendations independent of 

commercial influence (Harrison-Walker, 2001), but in influencer marketing eWOM is of-

ten based on sponsored ads (Wiley, 2019). Altogether, eWOM is a valuable marketing 

tool and especially online recommendations and reviews have a strong impact on mil-

lennials’ purchasing decision (Aquino, 2012). This is why also marketers increasingly 

employ product-focused eWOM strategies in order to develop strong relationships and 

enhance consumer engagement with their brands (Smith et al. 2007). 

Based on the research made by Pedersen et al. (2014) Danish social media users find 

eWOM from friends and peers as well as anonymous recommendations more trustwor-

thy source of information than messages from companies (ibid.) According to Pedersen 

et al. eWOM also plays an important role in consumers’ decision-making, especially if it 

is negative. According to their study, social media users tend to communicate negative 

eWOM through social media to a higher extent than they communicate positive mes-

sages (Anderson, 1998). This is supported by Pedersen et al. (2014) in the Danish con-

text. 
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2.1.4 Trust and credibility 

It is important that users trust the company, as even though they are good at creating 

content, the company is conducting business. Companies that are able to create a cer-

tain level of trust may be able to establish a deeper and more loyal relationship with 

their followers. Trust is also an important factor between opinion leader and the follow-

ers and in order to have an impact on followers, opinion leaders have to be perceived 

as credible and trustworthy.           

Creating trust from building personal relationships with your customers is crucial for a 

successful marketing in this digital world (Weiss, 2014).  Trustworthiness relates to the 

perceived honesty of the speaker and the goodwill to tell the truth (Ohanian, 1990). 

Consumers often perceive social media influencers (Instagrammers) as ordinary people 

who spread more trustworthy eWOM compared to promotion from the company itself 

(De Veirman et al. 2017). Instagrammers are accessible, believable, intimate and easy 

to relate to as they share their personal opinions and parts of their personal life with 

their followers. They also interact with followers online and sometimes also in real life, 

which can increase the trust of the followers towards the instagrammers (Jensen and 

Gilly 2003).  

The intimacy produced in relationship between an influencer and a follower can gener-

ate so called parasocial relationship. That is, the interaction between media persons 

and followers creates an illusion of a face-to-face relationship and makes consumers 

more susceptible to the influencers’ opinions and behaviour (Colliander & Dahlen, 

2011). This kind of relationship makes the influencers more trustworthy among the fol-

lowers (Rubin et al. 1985). Parasocial relationship can explain the impact of the online 

media persons persuasion power on their followers in terms of advertising effective-

ness. Although existing research on parasocial relationships has been focused mainly 

on traditional media (e.g., radio, TV, etc.), the growth of internet and social media sites 

use has prompted studies on parasocial relationships between influencers and followers 

(Hwang & Zhang, 2018). 

According to De Vries et al. (2012) studies, the number of followers has an effect on 

trustworthiness and credibility of the endorser. They have shown that low number of fol-

lowers has a negative impact on trustworthiness and credibility of an endorser. Again, a 
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high number of followers with a low number of followees can be translated to be a false 

account created for advertising purposes (De Vries et al.. 2012). They continue that this 

kind of endorsers might elicit perceptions that he / she is aiming at commercial collabo-

rations, which decreases the perceived authenticity (De Vries et al. 2012). 

 

2.2 Branding theory 

The concept of branding have been variously explained and discussed by researchers. 

In this thesis we define branding as the process of giving a meaning to specific or-

ganization, company, products or services by creating and shaping a brand in consu-

mers’ minds (Kotler & Keller, 2015). Branding is the process of creating value through 

the provision of a compelling and the brand promise backed by a positive customer ex-

perience that will satisfy customers and encourage them to return (Aaker, 1991). Bran-

ding can be also defined as a strategy to build and impact on brand attitude (Kotler & 

Keller, 2015). In this chapter we go through important concepts of branding that are 

tightly related to social media and help us to answer our research question regarding 

the Instagrammers as a part of a company's branding process. 

2.2.1 Brands 

In order to understand the concept of branding, first we need to know what brands are. 
Brand can be defined as a combination of the name, letters, numbers, a symbol, a sig-

nature, a shape, a slogan, a signature, or a particular typeface (Clifton & Simmons, 

2003). According to Keller, brand can be understood to be more than a combination of 

the previously mentioned brand elements. Brand can be also defined in terms of having 

a certain amount of awareness, reputation and prominence in the marketplace (Keller, 

2003). The American Marketing Association (2019) defines a brand as a “name, term, 

symbol, or design or a combination of them intended to identify and differentiate the 

products or services of one seller to another”. 
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2.2.2 Brand attitude 

When thinking about the brands and what they mean to consumers, often the “brand va-

lue”, “perceived quality” and “brand image” are mentioned. What this all comes down to 

is brand attitude, the associations that the consumers have in memory linked to the 

brand (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al., 2015). The attitude you hold towards a brand reflects 

everything you know about the particular product and what it means to you (ibid.). Keller 

has summarised brand attitudes as consumers’ overall evaluation of the brand (Keller, 

1993). According to Rosenbaum-Elliot et al., every aspect of the relationship between a 

brand and the consumer contributes to learning that leads to the associations in memo-

ry that constitute brand attitude (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al., 2015). It is marketers’ job to 

build and sustain that association and  create a unique identity for a brand in its adver-

tising and other marketing communication in order to avoid potential confusion in me-

mory with other brands (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al., 2015). Rowley (2013) argue that the 

relationship between a brand and a consumer is built through communication, but in 

addition to that, experiences about the brand affects on brand attitude. 

2.2.3 Brand awareness 

Many brand awareness theories concentrate on spreading awareness regarding a new 

product or service. In our work, we use brand awareness in a context of spreading awa-

reness of already existing brand, which aims to create and communicate new meanings 

of the brand to its’ old and new target groups. According to Aaker, the brand awareness 

is the base for creating a strong and positive brand attitude (Aaker, 1991). Brand awa-

reness does not mean to merely know the name of the brand or to have seen it before, 

it rather means that consumer can associate the name, logo and similar connotations to 

a particular brand (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al., 2015). Brand awareness is related to con-

sumer's abilities and the strength of brand traces or nodes in memory that enable to 

identify a brand under different conditions. It gives an identity for a product by linking the 

brand elements into a product category (Keller, 1993). This helps potential customers to 

understand in which product category the brand competes, what kind of products are 

sold under the brand name as well as what type of needs they fulfill (Keller, 1993) Brand 
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awareness also measures, how likely these brand elements come to consumers' minds 

and how easily it happens (ibid). 

Brand awareness has traditionally been divided into two fundamental types of awa-

reness;  recognition and recall  (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al., 2015). The initial aim of the 

companies is to ensure that their brands are recognized by the target group they have 

determined (Aaker, 1996). The concept of brand recognition is that a consumer is aware 

of the existence of a specific brand and can distinguish that brand from the other brands 

in the same product category, which fulfill the same function (Aaker, 1996). According to 

Rosenbaum-Elliot et al. (2015) is not, however, enough for the brand to be recognised 

in order it to affect on consumers’ choices but the brand should also occupy a “salient” 

position within the target audience’s consideration set (Rosenbaum-Elliot et al. 2015). 

Second concept of the brand awareness is “brand recall”. Without a strong association 

in memory with something specific that is linked to the effort to recognising a brand, it 

will be hard to recall. This is why there must be immediate associations in memory bet-

ween the need and brand so that the brand will be recalled when the need occurs  (Ro-

senbaum-Elliot et al., 2015).  

2.2.4 Branding in the era of social media 

According to Rubenstein (2002) before the focus of offline branding was on creating vi-

sual identities and brand messages were determined by the company and pushed out 

to passive consumers. Internet has shifted the power from the company to the consu-

mers (Bernoff & Li, 2008). The debate is now moving into a new phase, which we refer 

to as ‘branding equals building valued relationships’. Branding still includes aspects of 

clear visual identity and sending a message to the target groups. However, the com-

munication between the brand and consumers has become two-way and online bran-

ding concentrates on building relationships with stakeholders such as customers, em-

ployees and partners (Rubenstein, 2002). According to Christodoulides et al. (2009), 

post-Internet branding is about facilitating conversations around the brand as well as co-

creating the brand meaning with customers and partners. It is important to understand 

what is valuable in those relationships and make an emotional connection with each 

group about the things that they value not, as in the past, about the things that the com-

pany values (Rubenstein, 2002). What is important to realise is that consumers ‘develop 
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their own perspective on the companies and brands and that view can possibly be in 

conflict with the image the brand wishes to convey’ (Christodoulides, 2009, p. 142). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research philosophy 

Research philosophy relates to the development of knowledge and the nature of that 

knowledge. The adopted research philosophy contains important assumptions about the 

way in which the researchers view the world (Saunders et al. 2012). In this thesis the 

philosophical standpoint can be related to the perspective of Berger&Luckmann’s social 

constructionism (1966; 1991), as we view Instagram as a forum in which communication 

takes place, however, the communication taking place is dependent on the  where 

communication and thereby also the “right way” to use Instagram as socially construc-

ted. Berger&Luckmann recognize the existent of an objective reality and describe it as a 

social world. Though the scholars are not concerned of how this social world has occur-

red, they recognize that this social world derive from interaction between people which 

impact how people retrieve and understand knowledge. Instagram is the objective reali-

ty as an online user generated platform similar to other social networking sites, which 

means that Instagram as a social world where people interact provide the setting and 

limitations of how people can interact. Based on the features on Instagram, people in-

teract. The interaction taking place on Instagram creates the perceived truth of the “right 

way” to communicate on the site. According to Berger&Luckmann (1966, 1991) it is the 

interaction between people that evolves over time that create basis of perceived com-

mon and good practice. Thus, it is how Instagram users choose to interact and derived 

from that, their perception of how others should act, that will define how companies 

should use Influencer marketing in their Instagram strategy.    

Therefore, drawing on the notion of how companies should approach the task is socially 

constructed, our research will not be able to draw unambiguous conclusions, as interac-

tion will differ from person to person. Conversely, we will be able to detect and identify 

prevailing perceptions which will apply to the majority of users within our research field. 
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3.2 Research design 

This thesis takes form as an explorative study.  Explorative design is appropriate when 

the area of investigation is relatively new or so vague that the researcher needs to con-

duct exploration in order to acquire more knowledge about the research subject (Cooper 

et al. 2008). Hence, explorative design is applicable for this research as the authors ar-

gue that fashion companies are lacking knowledge on the effect of the influence of mar-

keting on Instagram. By exploring the Instagram and impact of Instagrammers we aim 

to provide valuable information for the fashion companies. With an explorative study 

both qualitative and quantitative methods are applicable. However, exploration tends to 

rely more heavily on qualitative techniques such as search of the literature, interviewing 

experts in the topic, participant observations and case studies (Saunders et al. 2012). 

This thesis will primarily rely on qualitative data. To study a particular phenomenon at 

the particular time, the study is cross-sectional, meaning that data is collected in a short 

period of time (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This is also due to the restrictions of time during 

the semester. 

3.2.1 Inductive and deductive reasoning 

When relating theory and research, two different approaches can be applied: deductive 

and inductive reasoning (Bryman & Bell, 2011: 11). Deductive reasoning examines the 

possibilities to reach a specific and logical conclusion. In deductive reasoning resear-

chers move from something general - the theory, to the specific, the data (Saunders et 

al. 2012).  Inductive research is a type of reasoning, where the researcher goes from 

individual cases to general rules. Patterns can lead to general conclusions which further 

can be converted into new theory. Inductive theory is also known for “bottom-up” ap-

proach because the theory is an outcome of generalised conclusions (ibid).  

Our approach has a deductive point of departure, as we started off by investigating the 

Instagrammers phenomenon. Based on our research we were able to limit our research 

field and focus on certain aspects. Deductive approach was also used in the formation 

of the questionnaire. A deductive study typically starts by establishing a hypothesis and 

using data to support these hypotheses. Even we didn’t form hypotheses on which we 
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aimed to prove right, the questions of the questionnaire are established on pre-existing 

theory and knowledge gained in addition to observation, also through reading theories. 

The inductive reasoning was used in this thesis when we explored our empirical data to 

make generalizations, how fashion companies should communicate through Instagram. 

Aim of this thesis was to convert the observations from the data into general conclu-

sions applicable also to other companies working in the field of fashion. This is called 

“bottom-up” approach (Bryman & Bell, 2011). In addition, we used inductive reasoning 

when we searched for patterns in open questionnaire responses and when we observed 

fashion companies’ Instagram accounts and cooperation with Instagrammers. 

 
 

3.3 Research strategy 

3.3.1 Primary and secondary data 

Our data collection method is based on primary and secondary data. We have used a 

mixed method approach as we have gathered both qualitative and quantitative sources. 

Our primary qualitative data is in the shape of an interview with the Influencer marketing 

manager at Hvisk, who has provided us with information that we have not been able to 

gather from research on the internet. Furthermore, we have gathered primary quantitati-

ve data by conducting a survey with questionnaire. Furthermore, we have gathered ad-

ditional empirical data such as articles from newspapers and published articles by pro-

fessionals within social media management and through online observations on Insta-

gram and through a short additional survey on Facebook. 

3.3.2 Quality of sources 

Sources are gathered from various relevant websites. The websites include com-

munication fora, newspaper websites and social media sites. In order to only use relia-

ble sources, we have selected sites which already have a good reputation as news pro-

viders or trend detectors within the social media industry. 
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We have gathered data from libsearch the CBS database, which we also consider as 

reliable sources, as we trust that the university have a screening method that ensure 

that the data on the database are to be considered valid. We are aware that the data 

collected from the websites of companies and their social media sites could be biased in 

favor of the company in relation to the extent of success they communicate. 

 

3.4 Methods 

3.4.1 Mixed methods 

Terms quantitative and qualitative are used widely to differentiate both data collection 

techniques and data analysis procedures (Saunders et al. 2012). The most common 

way of distinguishing between these two methods is that quantitative is mostly concent-

rated on numeric data while qualitative data is predominantly used as a synonym for 

any data collection and data analysis method that generates or uses non-numeric data 

(ibid.) However, neither of these methods exists in isolation, but are often used together 

in so called mixed method research (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). Mixed method ap-

proach uses both quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques and analysis 

procedures either at the same time or after one another. Often either quantitative or 

qualitative techniques and procedures predominate (ibid). Tashakkori and Teddlie 

(2003) argue that multiple methods are useful if they provide better opportunities for the 

researcher to answer the research questions or if they allow you to better evaluate the 

extent which the research findings can be trusted through triangulation. The idea of 

triangulation is that the research findings can be cross-checked against the results of 

using a method associated with the other research strategy (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

Using more than one research strategy enables us to triangulate data, that is, to use 

many methods to test the validity and reliability of the findings (Saunders et al. 2012). 

We used mixed methods approach combining qualitative and quantitative data collecti-

on methods. Through questionnaire we were able to gather both quantitative data with 

close-end questions and qualitative data with open-end questions. 
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3.4.2 Questionnaire 

A social survey or a questionnaire is a type of research strategy which enables to collect 

the same information from each individual person in a sample by asking them the same 

questions (Bryman, 2001). Questionnaires are often considered as a method within po-

sitivism because answers are obtained through closed-ended questions and analyzed 

using quantitative methods (Saunders et al. 2016).  However in the questionnaire we 

use for this paper, the closed questions generate quantitative data whereas the open 

questions generate descriptive responses and thus qualitative data. 

 

There are several reasons why the authors chose to use a questionnaire for this paper. 

First of all, questionnaires can produce both quantitative and qualitative information. 

This is especially useful when trying to obtain in-depth understanding of targeted con-

sumers. Secondly, it is a fast and cost-efficient method. Thirdly, with questionnaire it is 

possible to reach participants from wide geographic areas (Saunders et al. 2016). Ho-

wever, downsides of questionnaire use must also be considered. Common problems 

are a low response rate, incomplete responses and participants providing non-accurate 

or dishonest answers (ibid). Questionnaires also don’t offer a chance to explore issues 

further, but only one chance to collect the data as it is often difficult to identify respon-

dents or return to collect additional information  (Saunders et al. 2012).   

 

We decided to use self-administrated questionnaire to gather data for this thesis. Self-

administered questionnaires are completed by respondents and administered often 

electronically by using Internet (Saunders et al. 2016). Our questionnaire was created 

using Google Docs as this tool doesn’t require investments and is also mobile-friendly. 

The results were directly transferred into a shareable spreadsheet which also provided 

us with a clear overview. Our requirements for the participants were that they have an 

Instagram account and follow at least one Instagrammer. These requirements were es-

sential because the participants of the questionnaire need to understand how Instagram 
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works and be exposed to influencer marketing. Both active and less active users were 

interesting for our research. In the beginning of the questionnaire we explained the pur-

pose of the questionnaire and introduced ourselves as Copenhagen Business school 

students. Based on our previous experience, it is difficult to get many responses to a 

questionnaire and in order to motivate people to fill in the questionnaire, we decided to 

draw a lottery among participants and give 300DKK Matas gift card to the winner.  

 

We used Bryman’s (2001) guide to form our questionnaire and placed the easiest and 

the most straight forward questions in the beginning of the questionnaire. The first sec-

tion of the questionnaire was designed in order to obtain descriptive information of parti-

cipants such as their age, gender and profession and the second section of the ques-

tionnaire was designed with a goal of obtaining further information about how Instagram 

is used.  According to Bryman (2001) the questions and topics that are more complex 

should be placed in the middle of the questionnaire, when respondents are more al-

ready undertaking the survey with confidence but not bored or tired of it yet. Hence, the 

third and fourth sections of the questionnaire were about the Instagrammers. The third 

section was about the Instagrammers and through the questions of this section we wan-

ted to understand how influencer marketing works and what kind of impact Instagram-

mers have on their followers. Bryman argues that the most personal and complicated 

questions should be placed in the end of the questionnaire so that if respondents decide 

to skip those questions, you can still get other data (Bryman, 2001). We had the most 

open questions placed into the section four because we wanted to get as many insights 

as possible in regards to the Instagrammers. The last section of the questionnaire was 

related to expectations towards fashion companies on Instagram. 

 

In order to make sure that participants wouldn’t quit completing the questionnaire, we 

made all questions optional. The questionnaire was decided to be conducted in English. 

Taking into account that English is not the mother language of many of the respondents, 

we tried to keep the survey as simple and clear as possible to make sure that the ques-

tions are understood. We used both closed and open-ended questions. Closed-ended 

questions are easier and quicker to answer compared to open-ended questions and 

they are good to be used in the questionnaire in order to attract more respondents 
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(Buckingham & Saunders, 2004). Closed-ended questions also ensure right kind of data 

is received. Restricting respondents’ answers to predetermined categories ensure that 

everybody gives an answer that can be measured and compared on a common dimen-

sion (ibid). The problem with a pre-coded questions is that respondents are not allowed 

to record what they really want to say (Buckingham & Saunders 2004) That is why we 

also included open-ended questions to our questionnaire. With open-ended questions 

can be gathered more detailed information about respondents’ beliefs, opinions and ac-

tions (ibid). 

The sampling technique used was random sampling and the questionnaire was pub-

lished in different Facebook groups. Facebook was chosen to be a platform to reach the 

respondents as it provides direct and easy access to consumers, who use social media. 

Total of 97 responses were gathered. Before the online questionnaire was published, 

we ran a pilot test in order to identify unclear questions and possible technical problems. 

The questionnaire was introduced to 5 of our friends who provided us with feedback. As 

the results of the pilot test we decided to change wording for a couple questions and we 

also added 2 questions for the Instagrammer section. We have added all questionnaire 

questions to the appendix of this thesis. The questionnaire we used for the main data 

collection method for this thesis consisted of 26 close-ended and 4 open-ended ques-

tions. Our target group for this research was Danish people who have an Instagram ac-

count and follow fashion instagrammers. In order to get as many responses as possible, 

we didn’t limit respondents based on their age, gender and occupation. Factors like age, 

gender and occupation were asked only to understand the demographics of the respon-

dents. 

3.4.3 Interview 

As Influencer marketing is a somewhat new phenomenon in Denmark, we found it ne-

cessary to retrieve additional information about how fashion companies in Denmark can 

use influencers in their marketing strategy. In order to retrieve information about our to-

pic, we have chosen to conduct an expert interview with an influencer manager within 

the fashion industry. 
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Our approach to the interview is exploratory (Kvale, 2009), as we seek to obtain know-

ledge with how a fashion company uses influencers. The interview gives us insights in 

how the industry works, and how a company has experienced growth with influencer 

marketing. 

The main topic of the interview is Influencer marketing, however we as we have an ex-

ploratory approach, we let the conversation take its natural course, which allow us to 

ask elaborative questions. 

However, in order to maintain our focus we found it necessary to conduct our interview 

using a semi structured interview guide (Kvale, 2009).  However, only in respect to ma-

king sure that we would get responses on our questions, based on our preliminary re-

search. 

As we only conduct one interview we have not found it necessary to go through Kvale’s 

(2009) steps, as we do not have the need for sorting information.  The intention has 

been to gain knowledge around things we otherwise could not have gotten information 

about, and this is why we consider Jasmin Andersen as an expert. 

We are aware of the fact that the interviewee probably has had some bias towards the 

subject, since she is an employee at Hvisk, and wants to reflect the best and most li-

keable image of the company. But we also have respect for the fact, that she has expe-

rience when it comes to their social media and global marketing, which gives us infor-

mation we could not have gathered on our own. We are also aware of the fact that it has 

certain disadvantages that we only have the one interview. This is due to different rea-

sons. First of all, we had a really tight timeframe, within where we had to finish our data 

collection, in order to begin our analysis. Therefore, we did not have the time to conduct 

more interviews. If we had carried out other interviews they might have been less wor-

ked through, which in the end would have made them irrelevant. 

Even though we treat our interviewee as an expert in this matter, we are aware of her 

bias and we are also aware of the fact, that one statement, being from an expert or not, 

are not sufficient without backup information. In our analysis we will make sure to use 

secondary data in order to support quoted and statements from our primary data.  
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3.4.4 Netnography 

The term netnography was coined by Kozinets (1998) to refer to an ethnographic ap-

proach to study online communities. An ethnographic approach focuses on a culture-

sharing group in order to find shared patterns of beliefs, values, and behaviors among 

the members of this group (Creswell, 2007). Netnography aims to similar results but uti-

lizes the information and data that is publicly available in online networks (Kozinets, 

2002).  

According to Patton (2002), there are several advantages of participant observation. 

First, participant observation allows observing a particular group of people directly in 

their natural interactive context. Second, such firsthand experience enables the resear-

cher to be more oriented toward being open and avoiding performed judgments about 

the group. Third, since the researcher holds both an outsider and an insider position, 

s/he is able to see things that regular group members may not be aware of. A fourth ad-

vantage is the chance that the researcher captures things that people would not be wil-

ling to talk about in an interview. Kozinets (2002) also states that observation as a met-

hod is regarded as less time consuming, potentially less obtrusive, and less costly com-

pared to other research approaches (Kozinets, 2002).  

Netnography was used in this thesis to observe both Marimekko’s and other fashion 

companies’ Instagram communication and interactions with their followers. We also col-

lected information about the Instagrammers that would be suitable for Marimekko in 

Denmark by going through famous Danish Instagrammers’ profiles paying attention to 

their style, values, amount and characteristics of their followers as well as communicati-

on between the Instagrammer and her followers.  

3.4.5 Voxpop survey 

We gathered additional data for our thesis through online Voxpop survey. Voxpop can 

be defined as “the opinions of people reported talking informally in public places” (Cam-

bridge dictionary, 2019). The method stresses the random sampling as the participants 

can be anybody from the chosen group (Lefever, 2012). The survey was posted on 
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three Facebook groups and through that we wanted to gain information regarding the 

awareness and attitudes towards Marimekko brand among Danish millennials. 

3.4.6 Case study 

We have applied a case study approach for this thesis. Robson (2002: 178) defines ca-

se study as a “strategy for doing research which involves an empirical investigation of a 

particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context using multiple sources 

of evidence”. Case study strategy is often used for explanatory research and data col-

lection employed can be various. For this research we used netnography and online 

questionnaire as well interviews to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon in 

question. Stake (1995: in Leavy, 2014) again, distinguishes the case studies into intrin-

sic case study, which can be used to learn about the case itself and instrumental case 

study in which the case is instrumental about understanding something else. We used 

Marimekko as an instrumental single case study in order to learn about the Instagram-

mer phenomenon as well as an intrinsic case study to learn how Marimekko uses Insta-

gram and Instagrammers as a part of it.  
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4. CASE COMPANY INTRODUCTION: MARIMEKKO 

Marimekko is a Finnish lifestyle design company founded in 1951 by Armi Ratia 

(Marimekko, 2019). The products sold under Marimekko brand consist of clothes, bags, 

accessories and home decoration. Marimekko is known for bold and colorful prints of 

which the “Poppy” (Unikko) print remains the most widely recognized and sought after 

(Finnish design, 2018). Other famous prints of Marimekko are, for instance, “the “Echo” 

(Kaiku), “Snowberry” (Lumimarja) and “Even stripe” (Tasaraita) and black and white 

prints “Well” (Kaivo), “Jonah” (Joonas) and “Stones” (Kivet) (Finnish design, 2018). 

Marimekko’s mission is to encourage people to express their personality through fash-

ion products and their vision is to be the world’s most inspiring and well-known pattern 

designer with high social responsibility (Marimekko, 2019). Marimekko aims to offer 

long-lived product that people don’t want to throw away, but are passed on from one 

generation to the next (Marimekko Financial statements, 2018). 

Marimekko’s headquarters are located in Helsinki, where they also have own printing 

mill. In addition to Finland, the products are manufactured by suppliers in Europe and in 

Asia (Marimekko, 2019). There are approximately 150 Marimekko stores in 15 coun-

tries, and online store serves customers in 32 countries. In 2018 Marimekko had around 

450 employees and brand sales of Marimekko’s products worldwide amounted to 248 

million euros and net sales were 112 million euros (Marimekko Financial statements, 

2018). Flagship stores are located in Helsinki, Stockholm, New York, Tokyo and Sydney 

(ibid.) 

 
Fig. 1 Marimekko poppy (Marimekko 2019) 
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Fig. 2. Marimekko net sales by market area (Marimekko financial statements 2018) 
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Fig. 3. Marimekko net sales by market area (Marimekko financial statements 2018) 

4.1 Marimekko’s strategic objectives 2018-2022 

Marimekko’s key markets are Northern Europe, North America and the Asia-Pacific re-

gion. In 2018 Marimekko’s sales grew in all market areas with the exception of North 

America. Net sales in Finland grew by 14 percent and were EUR 63.5 million. Interna-

tional sales rose by 4 percent to EUR 48.3 million (Marimekko financial statements, 

2018).  

One of the main focus areas of Marimekko’s strategy for 2018-2022 is building broader 

target audience and growth in already existing international markets including Scandi-

navia, which has been one of the key markets of Marimekko since its foundation 

(Marimekko financial statements, 2018).  Scandinavia (Sweden, Denmark and Norway) 

was the 4th biggest market for Marimekko in 2018. Marimekko declares their main ob-

jectives for the strategy period 2018–2022 to appeal to a wider and wider clientele and 

thereby enhance growth and profitability. Creating brand awareness and creating loyalty 

through value-driven storytelling is one of the main prerequisites of Marimekko for 

reaching wider clientele internationally (Marimekko financial statements, 2018). Accord-

ing to Marimekko’s strategy, they devote efforts to marketing and boosting the brand 
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recognition especially through brand cooperation, PR and social media. (Marimekko fi-

nancial statements, 2018). Marimekko has collaborated with many big brands and ce-

lebrities the latest of which was the launch of limited-edition collaboration collections 

globally with the Japanese clothing brand Uniqlo (Marimekko, 2019) and the cosmetics 

brand Clinique (Ylä-Anttila, 2018). 

4.2 Marimekko brand and Mari-girl concept 

Marimekko wants to grow their business in their key markets and aims to reach consu-

mers more widely (Marimekko Financial statements, 2018). Marimekko doesn’t define 

their target groups specifically, however, according to Mr Mika Ihamuotila (former CEO 

of Marimekko), the majority of the Marimekko product users are women in their 40-60s 

(Hallikainen, 2008). The CEO of Marimekko, Ms Tiina Alahuhta-Kasko has stated that 

the company wants to target younger people and make Marimekko brand suitable for 

them by refreshing it (Milne, 2019). However, the Marimekko brand is still seen as a 

niche offering and as something that only a particular sort of person with a particular 

sort of taste would buy (Sherman, 2014) According to Sherman (2014) this is because 

the company has been repeatedly using the same patterns since they were designed in 

50s or 60s, and the products rarely change. Outside of Finland Marimekko’s design is 

often perceived as ‘quirky’ and ‘cute retro’ (Sherman, 2014).  

Marimekko’s central concept has been through the years a persona called Marityttö, 

which translates as “Mari Girl” (Rousi, 2010). This consumer-role model was inspired by 

the founder of Marimekko, Armi Ratia (ibid). Mari Girl is constructed from contrasts. At 

the same time she can be an urban girl, who wants to make a career for herself, but al-

so cares about her family and home, and enjoys spending time outdoors in nature. “Mari 

Girl” is ageless and she can adopt multiple roles – a role of a mother, of a housewife, 

but also a mood creator or even of a fisherman (Rousi, 2010). “Mari girl” is a free spirit; 

she enjoys life and has a sense of humour; she is also energetic and confident. In addi-

tion, she is independent, modern, liberal, intellectual and artistic. Today, “Mari girl” con-

cept can be also seen in Marimekko’s values that are authenticity, sustainability, and 

empowerment (Marimekko, 2019). Marimekko emphasizes the fairness to everybody 

and everything referring to social and environmental responsibility, authentic lifestyle 
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without pretending as well as creating joy to everyday life and doing things together 

(Marimekko, 2019).  

Marimekko has started to refresh the brand by introducing new prints and using old 

prints in new more trendy products, such as caps, hoodies and backpacks. In moder-

nising the brand, Marimekko has turned back to its history to find values that resonate 

with consumers today (Milne, 2019). According to Alahuhta-Kasko in the beginning of 

the 1950s, the idea of Marimekko was that if a woman wants to run in a dress, she 

should do it. This kind of women empowering philosophy is relevant also in 2019 (Milne, 

2019). Marimekko’s “design language” has been updated to be more contemporary and 

company, for instance has started using different materials than before, such as silk and 

velvet. Purpose of modernisation is to cater for both existing and new audiences (Milne, 

2019) Marimekko began with dresses but sells nowadays a variety of other clothes and 

home decor from towels and plates to blankets and vases. CEO of Marimekko states 

that it was easier to branch out from clothes to the home decor rather than vice versa 

(Milne, 2019).  
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5. EMPIRICAL DATA  

5.1 Questionnaire results 

In this section, we will go through the questionnaire data results. We will present the re-

sults to questions according to the questionnaire structure. Some questionnaire ques-

tions have been excluded entirely due to irrelevancy, but a total overview of the results 

can be found in appendix A.  

The majority of the questionnaire participants were 20-35 years old (29,9% of them we-

re 20-25 years old, 30,9% of 26-30 years old and 18,6% of 31-35 years old). We 

reached only 9,3% from the age group of 15-20, 9,3% from age group of 36-40, 1% 

from age group of 41-45 and 1% from age group of 40-50.  

The questionnaire was posted on public Danish Facebook groups where participants 

are from each age group. However, most of the people we reached through Facebook 

were between 20-35 years old. This result was expected because the biggest group of 

Instagram users are between 20-35 years old people, who can be also referred to “Mil-

lennials”. The questionnaire was named as “Fashion companies” and we posted it with 

a text in which we introduced the topic of the research and also explained for which 

purpose the information is gathered. According to our assumption, most of the respon-

dents were female (88%), while 12% of the questionnaire respondents were males. 

44,3% of the respondents were working full-time, 34% were students who work part-

time, 16,5% students who don’t work, 3,1% working part-time and 2,1% unemployed. 

The second part of the questionnaire concentrated on Instagram usage. Through infor-

mation gathered through this part of the questionnaire we aimed to gain information on 

how Instagram works as a communication platform and how it is used. The question-

naire answers indicate that Instagram is a dynamic environment, which most of the res-

pondents use every day (27,8%) or more than 1 time a day (50,8%). Only 7,7% of the 

people who replied to the questionnaire, use Instagram less than 1-3 times a week. For 

the question regarding the reasons why respondents use Instagram, respondents could 
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choose more than one answer option. We also added “other” option to the answers in 

order to give the respondents an option to write their own answer, if they felt that none 

of the given options was suitable. The most common reason to use Instagram was, ac-

cording to the responses, entertainment (86,6%). After that the most common reasons 

to use Instagram were, to get inspiration (73,2%), to connect with friends (67%) and to 

follow the newest trends (42,3%).  

Our questionnaire results indicate that Instagram works as a platform to learn about 

new brands. 84,5% of the respondents answered that they have been introduced to new 

brands through Instagram. 88,7% of the people who filled in the questionnaire have also 

talked to others about what they saw on Instagram.  

Many companies have started to advertise on Instagram with paid advertisements. Paid 

advertisements appear automatically between unpaid posts on Instagram and these ad-

vertisements are also played between videos the user can watch on Instagram. In our 

knowledge there is, at the moment, no option to block paid advertisements on Insta-

gram. As part of the questionnaire, we wanted to understand how respondents feel 

about the paid advertisements. According to the answers, respondents’ feelings towards 

the paid advertisements were rather neutral and most of them replied that sometimes 

they like the paid advertisements and sometimes they get  annoyed by them (50,5%). 

28,9% respondents replied that they hardly notice the advertisements while 14,4,% said 

they can’t stand paid advertisements on Instagram.  

The third and fourth sections of the questionnaire included questions regarding the In-

stagrammers. We used the determination of Instagrammers as “influencers, who are 

getting paid to promote, recommend or endorse fashion brands and products on their 

personal instagram accounts”. We were interested in knowing what kind of Instagram-

mers Danish Instagram users follow,  the reasons why they follow certain Influencers 

and if they think that Danish Instagrammers differ from the foreign Instagrammers. For 

this part of the questionnaire, we used scaling questions in order to measure respon-

dents’ opinions and attitudes. We asked respondents to agree or disagree on the sta-

tements in regards to Danish Instagrammers. We used a scale from 1 to 5, 1 meaning 

they strongly disagree with the statement and 5 meaning they strongly agree with the 

statement.  
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The most respondents answered that they follow more Danish Instagrammers than fo-

reign ones (on scale 1-5, 37,5% of the respondents replied 4). Also most of the respon-

dents answered that they find Danish Instagrammers more trustworthy compared to fo-

reign Instagrammers (on scale 1-5, 38,1% of the respondents replied 4). On the state-

ment “I think Danish instagrammers match better with my style and preferences” res-

pondents didn’t agree or disagree so strongly but most of the respondents answered 3 

on a scale from 1 to 5.  

For the next questions regarding what is perceived important characteristics for Insta-

grammer and which kind of Instagrammers are followed, we gave respondents an op-

portunity to choose more options and it was possible for them to tick all options they 

thought were suitable. 74,5% of the respondents answered that they follow Instagram-

mers in order to get inspiration and 53,7% to get information about the brands and pro-

ducts and 41,1% to follow the newest trends. Also Instagrammers personality and style 

were perceived important reasons to follow them. The most followed Instagrammers 

among respondents were celebrities (82,5%) and after them Instagrammers who are 

known of their Instagram account (49,5%) and of other social media accounts account 

(47,4%). Many respondents also answered that they follow Instagrammers they know in 

person (47,4%).  

The questionnaire participants thought that it is important for the Instagrammer they fol-

low to post inspiring content (61,5%), to be honest (61,5%) and have fashion style that 

followers admire (57,3%). Being funny, having many followers and having a similar style 

than respondents were not perceived as important for an Instagrammer as previously 

mentioned characters. More than half of the questionnaire respondents answered that 

they haven’t engaged with Instagrammers by commenting on their posts (54,6%) or 

sending them private messages (62,9%). 26,8% of the respondents have engaged with 

the Instagrammers by commenting on their posts and 25,8% of the respondents have 

sent them private messages. 39,6% of the questionnaire respondents claimed that they 

have changed their mind about a brand or a product because of the Instagrammer, 

29,2% answered an Instagrammer hasn’t changed their mind and rest of the respon-

dents didn’t remember whether Instagrammer have changed their mind about a brand 

or a product or not. 76% of respondents have also searched for  more information about 

a brand or product introduced by an Instagrammer. 12,5% haven’t look for more infor-
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mation about them and 11,5% didn’t remember whether they have searched for more 

information or not. 

One of our goals was to understand the impact that an Instagrammer has on his / her 

followers and their actions. According to the questionnaire results, Instagrammer has 

changed 39,2% of respondents minds about a brand or a product. We asked the res-

pondents to elaborate on this question in order to gain more insights on this topic.  

According to the answers, the respondents have changed their opinion about brands 

and products after seeing them on Instagrammers account: 

“The brands in mind are Mango and Gina Tricot. I used to think that both companies 

were kinda tacky, but after seeing their products displayed on certain influencers (and 

their rebranding), I now find myself buying their products today. Both brands kinda got 

the stamp of approval through these influencers.”  

“I thought first that hair pins with pearls were ugly, but kinda started to like them when I 

saw them on everybody's hair (also on Instagrammers)” 

If respondents didn’t change their mind perse, many of them still started preferring 

brands or products and wanted to try them after they saw them on Instagrammers’ ac-

count: 

“Maybe not changed, but I have sometimes preferred a brand that has been promoted 

by an influencer” 

“When I see something on an Instagrammer I am more willing to try the brand” 

The impact of Instagrammers was also studied through next two questions. We wanted 

to know if followers have searched for more information about a brand or a product they 

saw on Instagrammers account and if they have talked to others about them. Most of 

the respondents (75,3%) replied that they have searched for more information while 

13,4% of respondents answered that they haven’t done it and 11,3% didn’t remember 

whether they have searched for more information about a brand or a products or not. 

Again, 59,2% of the respondents replied that they have talked to others about what they 

saw on Instagrammers’ account while 21,4% replied that they haven’t talked to others 

about it and 19,4% of respondents didn’t remember whether they have talked to others 
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about a brand or a product they saw on Instagrammers’ account or not. We asked the 

respondents to elaborate on this question and based on the answers we noticed that 

respondents both spoke with their friends about products they saw on Instagrammers’ 

account and also shared the information online to others: 

“I talked with my friend about shoes I saw on Instagrammer's page” 

“I have seen a shirt with support on one, and told my friend about it” 

“I shared an instagrammer's story with my friend about brand we were just talking” 

“I’ve shared them through direct messages and by tagging people on instagram and fa-

cebook. I’ve sent screenshots through texts and mentioned it to people in person.” 

We wanted to understand how trustworthy the respondents perceive messages coming 

from an Instagrammer compared to messages directly communicated by a company 

and asked about this from the participants. Most of the respondents (40,2%) replied that 

they perceive Instagrammers recommendation more trustworthy than company’s while 

32% of the respondents thought that neither of them is trustworthy and 24,7% that both 

of them are equally trustworthy. Company’s recommendation was perceived more 

trustworthy only by 3,1% of the respondents.  

We asked respondents to mention what could make them to unfollow an Instagrammer. 

This was an open-ended question and respondents could write their responses with 

own words. Written answers emphasized that respondents would unfollow Instagram-

mers who post inappropriate, disrespectful or racist content or content that is in other 

way against the respondents values. Also too many commercial posts, boring and 

uninspirational content could make the respondents to unfollow an Instagrammer. 

The topic of the last section of the questionnaire was the fashion companies and expec-

tations towards them on Instagram. 72,4% of the respondents answered that they ex-

pect a fashion company operating in Denmark to have a Danish Instagram account. 

xx% respondents also said that they perceive fashion company to be more trustworthy if 

it has a local Instagram account. Based on the questionnaire results, Instagram is an 

important channel to find more information about the company. 71,4% of the question-

naire participants also said that they go to fashion company’s Instagram account, if they 

want to find more information about the company. The most common reasons to follow 
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fashion companies on Instagram were that followers like their products (73,9%), want to 

keep up with new products and styles (61,4%) and like the photos that the company 

posts (50%). 63% of the respondents kept important that the fashion companies answer 

to their followers’ questions on Instagram, 59,8% that the company post general fashion 

related content on their Instagram account, 62% that the company post about their 

campaigns on the Instagram account and 59,8% that the company communicates their 

values on the Instagram account.  

67% of the questionnaire participants responded that they have liked the fashion com-

pany posts on Instagram, 25,9% have commented on the posts and 12,3% have shared 

a post, 12,3% sent a message to the company through Instagram. Likewise, 12,3% of 

the respondents answered that they haven’t engaged with a fashion company in Insta-

gram.  

5.2 Voxpop results 

We asked girls in three Facebook groups “Piger og problemer” (Girls and problems), 

“Girls support girls” and “Be yourself girls” about Marimekko. The survey included open 

questions regarding Marimekko and their brand and we received 28 answers from the 

target group, which is 19-40 years old users. We received 9 answers from users of age 

group 19-24, 11 answers from users of age group 25-29, 4 answers from the users of 

age group of 30-34 and 4 answers from the age group of 35-39. We acknowledge that 

due to the low amount of participants of this survey we can’t generalise the results to all 

Danish millennials. However, the survey provides us with additional information for our 

research and shows us the tendency of how Danish consumers aged 19-39 perceive 

Marimekko brand.  In figure 4 we present the themes and results that were repeated in 

the answers. 

Fig. 4 Voxpop survey results 

Don’t know the Marimekko brand and don’t recognise the pattern 46% 

Thinks the brand is too expensive 14% 
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Know the brand, but think it is for old ladies 18% 

Know the brand but don’t like it 18% 

Didn’t know that Marimekko also designs clothes 7% 
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6. ANALYSIS 

6.1 Instagram analysis 

Instagram is the ideal place for the companies to promote their business, reach new 

customers, and engage the audience (Instagram, 2019). Nevertheless, in order to gain 

benefits from Instagram marketing, the company should know the possibilities that In-

stagram provides and choose the specific objective they want to reach with their social 

media strategy. Next we will look into important factors for creating successful Insta-

gram strategy considering the components of the Three M’s framework and 3 activities 

we chose the most important for Instagram communication based on the Honeycomb 

model (Kietzmann, 2011); sharing, relationships and reputation. We apply Three M fra-

mework to the case company Marimekko and discuss how Marimekko could create an 

effective social media strategy in Denmark in order to reach the millennial consumers. 

The analysis is based on the literature review and our empirical data including ques-

tionnaire, expert interview, netnographic observations and blog posts written by marke-

ting professionals.  

6.1.1 Communication on Instagram 

Companies should ensure that their brands are recognized by the target group they ha-

ve determined and can distinguish the brand from other brands in the same product ca-

tegory, which fulfill the same function (Aaker, 1996). By conducting a survey on Face-

book regarding the Marimekko brand, we learnt that many millennials (people between 

19 and 40 years old) in Denmark are not familiar with the Marimekko brand. Many of 

those who knew the Marimekko brand associated it with their traditional prints, such as, 

the“Poppy” and “Even stripe” and described the brand suitable for older people. Only a 

few of the interview participants knew that Marimekko has a variety of other prints than 

the traditional “Poppy” and “Even stripe”. Furthermore, many of the respondents thought 

that Marimekko produces only products for home decor and didn’t know what other pro-
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ducts are sold under the Marimekko brand. Based on the strategic objective by Mari-

mekko to grow in their key market areas and gain more customers from millennials, inc-

reasing brand awareness should be the main objective of their Instagram strategy in 

Denmark.  

When companies attempt to communicate to their target audience, they can use their 

social media sites as a megaphone (Gallaugher&Ransbotham, 2010). This means that 

through their social networking sites, Marimekko can reach their target audience quickly 

and share their values which are authenticity, sustainability and empowerment (Mari-

mekko, 2019). According to our questionnaire, 84,4% of the respondents have learned 

about new brands through Instagram, which indicates that Marimekko has the possibility 

to reach potential customers by communicating information about their brand through 

Instagram. Utilizing Instagram for the purpose of brand awareness, the features of the 

site determines how this is created, as every site has its own unique features, that facili-

tate various communication patterns and practices which companies have to take into 

account (Kietzmann et al. 2011). Instagram communication is especially based on sha-

ring, which is one of the elements in the Honeycomb model (Kietzmann et al., 2011). On 

Instagram it is possible to display content to a big audience and the platform enables 

the users to share the content again to their network increasing the visibility of the con-

tent (Instagram, 2019). This is called organic reach meaning the number of people who 

see the content without paid distribution (Patel, 2019). Companies can create a free bu-

siness account on Instagram which provides them with more possibilities to reach their 

target audience through paid advertisements (Instagram, 2019). For Marimekko this 

means that they can post content to their followers on their own business account in a 

form of photos, text and videos. The organic reach of Marimekko’s communication is, 

however, dependent on how many users they have following their account and how ac-

tively the content is shared. In addition to reaching the users organically, Marimekko 

can create paid advertisements that are displayed on possible customers’ newsfeed 

showing the brand also for those who don’t follow the company account or possibly ne-

ver even heard of it (Patel, 2020). 

Instagram as a megaphone gives an impression of one-way communication, which 

supports the thinking of passive customers who could be told what to think about the 

brand and would act accordingly (Rubenstein, 2002). Compared to two fashion brands 
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that are known for their successful Instagram activities, such as Nakdfashion (2.3 million 

followers) and Acnestudios (2.8 milloin followers), we consider Marimekko’s com-

munication on Instagram to be defensive (Felix et al., 2016), which means that Mari-

mekko uses the Instagram accounts as a megaphone by showcasing their products and 

providing useful information, for instance, the link for their webstore. They, however, 

don’t actively involve users to dialogue. Instead of one-way communication, Marimekko 

should aim to create two-way communication with the users and take a role of an Explo-

rer (Felix et al., 2016) creating reciprocal interactions and getting the followers to enga-

ge with the content by liking, commenting and sharing it.  

Instagram makes it possible for the companies to communicate to certain age groups in 

certain areas and choose their content to be visible for the users with specific interests. 

This means that Marimekko can also target their paid advertisements to certain group of 

Danish consumers, who would be likely to be interested in the Marimekko brand and 

products. Marimekko has brought up that they would like to get more consumers espe-

cially from millennial group, referring to people born between 1980 and 2000 (Lu et al. 

2013). As there is a big age gap between the consumers of 19 and 40 years old, Insta-

gram can help Marimekko to reach the users who, in addition to their age, also share 

other common characteristics. We argue that these characteristics should be aligned 

with Marimekko’s “Mari girl”, who is an urban woman who enjoys life and bright colours, 

is passionate either about her career or hobbies, appreciates nature and is proud to 

show the world her authentic self (Rousi, 2010). Marimekko’s shop locations in Den-

mark can provide us with information of where possible consumers of Marimekko could 

be found. Marimekko has opened the first store outside of Copenhagen to Aborg, which 

is a city with many university students. Following that line, Marimekko should target their 

paid advertisements to users who live in Copenhagen area or cities with many universi-

ty students, such as, Aarhus, Odense and Aborg. In addition to location, Marimekko can 

utilise the business account features on Instagram and find the target group users with 

keywords. For Marimekko these keywords describing the similarities between the pos-

sible consumers could be, for instance, “fashion”, “art”, “creative”, “positive”, “student”, 

“nature”, “empowerment” and “sustainability”. 
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6.1.2 Content on Instagram 

Internet has shifted the power from the company to the consumers and consumers have 

increasing possibilities to gather information about the brands not only from brand man-

aged websites but also from other users (Bernoff and Li, 2008). Furthermore, social 

media users have a possibility to choose the content they want to see (ibid). This means 

that paid advertisements are not as efficient means of communication than before and 

drawing on our questionnaire, paid advertisements even make Instagram users an-

noyed. Only 1 of our questionnaire participants responded that he / she likes to see ad-

vertisements on the Instagram news feed while 26,8% of the respondents can’t stand 

them. 28,9% of the respondents say that they hardly notice the advertisements on In-

stagram. This indicates that pushing the message to the audience is no longer efficient 

and instead of trusting on the impact of communication through paid advertisements 

and using Instagram as a megaphone, companies should concentrate on creating other 

interesting content and use their site as a magnet (Mangold & Faulds, 2015).  

Social media researchers (Mangold & Faulds, 2015; Kaplain & Hanlein, 2019; Kietzman 

et al, 2011; McFarland&Ployhart, 2015) place emphasis on interactions between com-

pany and the followers and argue that companies should engage the followers in con-

versations. Instagram as a platform is socially interactive and it allows people to con-

verse with nearly anyone at any time. Kietzmann’s (2011) activity relationships is the 

second dimension, which describes well the communication possibilities of Instagram. 

The old-school version of business was to see customers as passive recipients of 

things. Now, the companies should see customers in a fundamentally different way. 

They're not passive recipients but active participants (Curtin, 2018) According to recent 

research by TotalRetail, 45 percent of Millennials expect engaging experiences with 

brands (Curtin, 2018). In other words, they expect brands to build relationships with 

them, to listen to them, and to engage with them.  

Even the great content on Instagram loses its power if it doesn’t create interest among 

the target audience and this is why the content has to be planned to fit the taste of the 

audience whose attention Marimekko is trying to reach. The aim of using Instagram as a 

magnet should be posting interesting content for each target group in order to get them 

to engage with the content. As social media users engage more with the content that is 
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aligned with their values (Curtin, 2018), the content that Marimekko shares on Insta-

gram should be aligned with the company's values but also the values and interests of 

the target group (Felix et al. 2016). Marimekko’s main values are authenticity, sustaina-

bility and empowerment (Marimekko, 2019). We see a correlation between the values of 

Marimekko and consumer trends in Denmark. Most Danes are moderately concerned 

about the sustainability with 40% of respondents and a significant share are highly con-

cerned with 37% of respondents in 2019 (Statista, 2019).  Based on the interest towards 

green values in Denmark we argue that Marimekko should emphasize the sustainability 

to get the users to engage more with the content on Instagram. Other Marimekko’s val-

ue which we see correlating with millennials is empowerment. Widespread media cov-

erage and discussion of sexual harassment during previous years along with “metoo” 

movement has led especially young women and men sharing their personal stories 

about sexual harassment publicly. This worldwide tendency is encouraging all individu-

als to speak up and be proud of themselves as they are. Based on this, we argue that in 

addition to sustainability, empowerment and gender equality are values that Marimekko 

should emphasize in their content when they communicate to Danish audience.  

Using Instagram as a magnet to create awareness, Marimekko should aim to increase 

their organic reach with Word-of-mouth and E-word-of-mouth (Felix et al. 2016). E-

word-of-mouth can be created through Instagram as users share something they per-

ceive interesting to other users. Through EWOM Marimekko can reach an even bigger 

audience than their own network. Based on our questionnaire, creating WOM and 

EWOM should be one of the main aims of Marimekko’s Instagram strategy because it is 

according to our questionnaire perceived more trustworthy than messages coming di-

rectly from the company. According to our questionnaire talking to a friend about some-

thing seen on Instagram is highly common and 87,8% of the respondents answered that 

they have talked to their friend about something they saw on Instagram or shared it 

through instagram with them. This means that Instagram users are likely to talk about 

something they saw on Instagram and in case Marimekko gets them to spread the mes-

sage about the brand, they can increase the brand awareness.  

Marimekko has an official Marimekko account on Instagram with 434 000 followers (In-

stagram, 2019). In addition to official Marimekko account, the company communicates 

on Instagram through 7 country specific accounts. Country specific accounts are for 
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Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Canada and Korea. For Denmark 

Marimekko doesn’t have a country specific Instagram account. The Marimekko Insta-

gram accounts are colorful galleries of photos and videos including Marimekko’s old and 

new prints, models posing in different cities around the world as well as people enjoying 

their time in beautifully decorated homes (Instagram, 2019). 

In order to attract new customers, we argue that style and content of Marimekko’s In-

stagram account should be more consistent and concentrate more on Marimekko’s new 

prints and clothes. Six previous pictures posted on official Marimekko Instagram ac-

count are related to home decor and five of them includes the “Poppy” print. The age of 

people on photos and text under them presenting “Poppy” wardrobe, bedlinen and 

cushions as the newest editions for the previously existing “Poppy” items, indicate that 

the content is targeted to people in older age than millennials or already loyal 

Marimekko customers. Again, photos on the Marimekko Instagram posted earlier in 

January are fashion related and in them a young women model wears Marimekko 

clothes and background of photos are covered with Marimekko print.  

According to the CEO of Marimekko it is easier to branch out from clothes to the home 

rather than vice versa (Milna, 2019). This is why Marimekko should create content to 

their new audience concentrating on clothes. 61,4% of our questionnaire respondents 

follow company accounts on Instagram because they want to keep up with new prod-

ucts and styles. This indicates that instead of traditional prints, such as, “Poppy” or 

“Evenstripe” prints, new prints and products of Marimekko could be perceived more in-

teresting among millennials. For Danish target group this would especially important as 

many of them associate Marimekko only with the old retro prints. 

Based on the previously presented arguments, Marimekko should consider creating a 

country specific account for Denmark. Our data also supports that Marimekko could 

benefit of creating a country specific Instagram account for Denmark as 72,4% of the 

respondents expect that fashion company which operates in Denmark has a Danish In-

stagram account, and 68,4% of the respondents perceive a company more trustworthy 

if it has a local Instagram account. We acknowledge the drawbacks of using many dif-

ferent Instagram accounts being the division of the followers, which can make the ac-

count less powerful. Nevertheless, we see many benefits of creating campaigns for 
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each country and each target audience separately so that the content creates interest 

among that group.   

Based on the questionnaire, Danish millennials expect the company to be active and 

post frequently (48,9% of the respondents), to have two-way communication with the 

followers by answering the comments and questions asked by the followers on the fash-

ion company’s site (63% of the respondents). This means that Marimekko should create 

their Instagram strategy based on active participating. In addition to that many of the re-

spondents expect them to give customers support through Instagram by answering to 

private messages (47,8%). By being active and engaging with the followers has also 

impact on the visibility on Instagram. In June of 2018, Instagram released information 

sharing some of the different factors that the algorithm takes into account when prioritiz-

ing content in a user's feed and first of them was relationship with users (Gotter, 2019). 

If the user has interacted with Marimekko’s content, they will be more likely to see the 

future content on their newsfeed. This means that in order to maximise the brand 

awareness, Marimekko should aim for continual, repeat engagement on their posts 

(Gotter, 2019). 

Due to platform features and how people use Instagram, the engagement is mostly 

measured by the amount of followers and their likes and comments on company’s 

posts. According to our survey 82,7% of the respondents have engaged with a fashion 

company on Instagram by liking their posts. Liking a post is the easiest way of engaging 

with a company on Instagram because it is fast and doesn’t require typing. Neverthe-

less, already liking a post favors brand posts as Instagram algorithms understands it as 

engaging with the content and pushes the company’s and similar content from other 

companies to be more visible on users’ newsfeed (Gotter, 2019). Liking can be also 

perceived as expressing an opinion and accepting and appreciating the content that a 

company posts. In Instagram it is not possible to react with other emoticons unlike on 

Facebook. That is, for Marimekko it is important that followers like their content and it 

means that followers are interested in the content what Marimekko shares while a lack 

of liking can be perceived as lack of interest or even negative reaction. Commenting 

and sharing a post was a less common practice than liking posts among the respond-

ents.  
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6.1.3 Monitoring on Instagram 

Instagram enables Marimekko to monitor how the users think and feel about their brand 

and what they talk about it through hashtags. Instagram is in that sense enables to mo-

nitor the brand attitudes that users have. In Kietzmann et al.’s honeycomb model (2011) 

this activity is linked to brand reputation. Through user-generated posts Marimekko can 

learn what users think about the brand and products as well as who are the brand 

users. On Instagram, instead of using only sentences to convey thoughts, hashtags are 

utilized. In a way, it has provided the Instagram users, individual as well as companies, 

with more variety to express they thoughts and ideas. For example, a user who has 

posted a picture of an outfit can add a hashtag, for instance, “fashionable” or “partyti-

me”. While the hashtags have no direct relation with the post, it cues to other users that 

she perceives outfit fashionable and suitable to wear for parties. As hashtags are used 

widely and they may dissapear quickly, it is important for Marimekko to monitor them 

regurarly. This is also how they can avoid possible scandals in case they notice hash-

tags related to it on time and take actions to prevent the consequences. 

There are 1.2 million posts published with using #Marimekko hashtag and it is the main 

hashtag Marimekko uses. By looking for posts with Marimekko hashtag, the company 

can find many users who use Marimekko products and analyse who they are based on 

their age, style and geographic location. In addition to that, Marimekko should check the 

other hashtags that users add to their posts related to Marimekko as they may implicate 

consumers’ thoughts on the brand and how they perceive Marimekko. Marimekko 

should do monitoring on Instagram also in order to understand what kind of content 

works for their target group and what doesn’t. A lot of information about the Instagram 

users who visit the company’s Instagram account can be found through the “Insights” 

feature, which provides the company with information about reach, views and time 

spent on their page (Instagram, 2019). By analysing this information Marimekko can see 

who they reach with each of their Instagram account and how engaged users are to the 

content Marimekko posts. 
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6.2 Instagrammer analysis 

 

How Marimekko can use influencers as a part of their social media marketing strategy, 

we find it necessary to review the role of influencers on the Danish market. Furthermo-

re, we will look into how influencers can achieve branding goals to optimize Marimek-

ko’s SMM strategy. Next we will look into the relevant factors that a company like Mari-

mekko should consider when implementing influencer marketing in their SMMs strategy. 

Social media influencers (SMIs) are characterized as opinion leaders within their area of 

knowledge, and have through their activities on their social networking sites accumula-

ted a follower base which admire and seek inspiration and advice from the influencer. 

SMI on Instagram are described as Instagrammers referring to the name of the site. 

This specific referral is also based on the design and features of the site, as Instagram’s 

visually based focus and editing options require certain actions. Being an instagrammer 

has become a job title, and more and more instagrammers make a living out of promo-

ting and endorsing brands and products to their followers (Booth, 2020). 

This means that Marimekko, when looking for instagrammers to collaborate with, have 

to research how the instagrammers use their Instagram site. The instagrammer’s own 

site is their online portfolio and displays the work of the instagrammer. This is basically 

how the instagrammer communicate with their followers. 

Instagram, does like other social networking sites, encourages engaging in two-way 

communication where the instagrammer post content on their site and their followers 

reciprocate with likes, comments or shares. However, unlike company controlled sites, 

instagrammers are individuals communicating their own values, and have through that 

managed to create content that interest their followers based on their knowledge and 

ability to facilitate that knowledge (Jin, Muqaddam & Ryu, 2019). According to our sur-

vey, users that follow instagrammers expect to be inspired and they are expected to be 

interesting but also authentic and honest in their communication (See appendix A). This 

expectation can be a challenge for instagrammers , as influencing is their job and pay 

their bills, instagrammers are under pressure of delivering  interesting and inspiring con-

tent (Hosie, 2019), which results in creative solutions in order to maintain the interest of 
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their followers. This has in some cases been on the expense of authenticity and hones-

ty, as instagrammers have received a backlash when they post content that is perceived 

too edited and staged. For instance have the several instagrammers been called out for 

photoshopping their photos making their bodies look unnatural and disproportioned. 

There are even Instagram accounts with the sole purpose to share comparisons of in-

stagrammers edited posts and their real life looks (Instagram, 2020). Other cases have 

revolved around the degree of staged photos, where users generally accept creative 

poses and angles, there are more skepticism when instagrammers post content in unli-

kely and unnatural situations (Hosie, 2018). The big British influencer Scarlett Dixon, 

were criticized by users for her staging a photo, where she sits on her bed 

ly  eating breakfast, but were called out for holding and empty cup and the product that 

were promoted -  Listerine mouthwash, on her nightstand. This caused users to mock 

her for the staged photo, as almost no one places their mouthwash by their beds (Ho-

sie, 2018). 

Our research on Instagram tells us, that how instagrammers choose to promote and 

endorse the product is usually up to the influencers’ own beliefs, as the promotion has 

to be done with the influencer’s voice in order to be perceived trustworthy. It is para-

mount that the brands and products promoted and endorsed seem valid according to 

the personality of the influencer (Jin, Muqaddam & Ryu, 2019). According to our survey, 

users have to believe that the Instagrammer in fact would use the products they promo-

te, as the followers of perceive them to represent their own taste in order to be per-

ceived as credible. 

According to social media manager, Jasmin Andersen, companies usually have re-

quirements regarding number of posts when starting to collaborate with instagrammers, 

however, how they do it is up to the instagrammers (See appendix B). However, as the 

instagrammer receives some kind of compensation from the company for promoting and 

endorsing their brand, the instagrammer often the pressure to deliver and make sure 

that the promotion is noticed by their followers (Hosie, 2019). The degree of creative 

freedom does not however suit with everyone, and Tobias Hamann from the Danish ba-

king show “bagedysten”, experienced a big backlash and got terminated from his deal 

with the furniture design company Formel A. The attempt to be funny, did not go well 

with the company’s view of respectfulness as Tobias Hamann posted a photo with him 
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wearing a flower printed dress, juggling oranges next to the chair he was promoting. 

With the caption including the phrase: “It is a conundrum, how I have ended up as an 

orange juggling transvestite in my girlfriends flower printed summer dress”. He was fired 

for his disrespectful referral to transgendered people. Formel A stated that they did not 

wanted to be associated with condescending remarks towards minorities (Madsen, 

2019). 

Additionally, as influencers create the content themselves and therefore also choose the 

appearance of the content and the related text, another implication arises, which have 

been a widely discussed subject in the Danish media, and is regarding regulations for 

influencers when receiving compensation from companies for promoting products to 

their followers. Hidden advertising is illegal in Denmark, which means that Influencers in 

Denmark have to comply with regulations concerning how they make it clear that they 

are promoting brands and products (Forbrugerombudsmanden, 2018). Danish regula-

tions demand that Instagrammers include the word “advertisement” in the caption of 

when promoting a product. Or they can use the feature on Instagram that allow users to 

write which company they collaborate with which will be featured above their post 

saying “paid partnership” (Instagram-2, 2020).  If influencers fail to comply with these 

regulations they can be charged for breaking the marketing law in Denmark and can be 

fined (Forbrugerombudsmanden, 2018).  As influencers increasingly promote brands 

and products, the Danish consumer ombudsman has found it necessary to sharpen the 

consequences for not clarifying when influencers promote brands and products. As 

soon as an influencer receive some kind of compensation, either financial of products, 

for promoting a brand, it is marketing which should be very clear to their followers. This 

has resulted in a review of 37 of the accounts of the biggest Danish influencers, where 

10 got a warning but 4 were reported to the police (Kielgast & Hecklen, 2018). The rea-

son behind this action taken by the consumer ombudsman stems from the influence in-

fluencers are able to exert to their followers. If their followers do not know that it is an 

advertisement, they won’t be critical towards the brand or products as they like and trust 

the influencer (Kielgast & Hecklen, 2018). 

All of the above mentioned examples of instagrammers, who have found themselves 

being criticized by social media users, indicate the competitive industry influencing has 
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become. Instagrammers feel pressured to deliver high quality content which involves 

great photos and captions. 

Instagrammers are regular people who have achieved a position as the maven within 

their niche, and they are admired by their followers (Casaló, Flavián & Ibáñez-Sánchez, 

2018), and companies reaches out to benefit from the instagrammers position.  To 

seem more popular and influential instagrammers have used the option of buying follo-

wers, likes and comments. The high number of followers and high engagement rate is 

closely related to status on Instagram. It functions as a domino effect, and if users see a 

company with high status they automatically become more inclined to perceive the 

company as trustworthy and credible (Jensen, T., & Friis, M.,2018). 

However, this tendency can cost companies big financial losses. If the collaborate with 

instagrammers which have bought their followers, as the reach and engagement is not 

real, which means that the companies will not reach the target audience the aim for 

(Graham, 2019). According to social media manager, Jasmin Andersen, companies can 

avoid this by using certain software programmes to track the follower count of the in-

fluencers they are interested in. If there is a big leap of followers from one day to the ot-

her, the followers are most likely bought. And bought likes and comments can be 

tracked by reviewing the posts of the influencer, if there is also a big difference in likes 

from one post to the next, the likes are probably bought, and if comments seem to ge-

neric simply saying “great pic” or “nice shot” without referring to the content, those are 

probably bought (See appendix B). However, it must be noted that promotional events 

can create a high leap in the follower count, which was experienced. 

6.2.1 Instragrammer strategy 

Marimekko can use social media marketing (SMM) to increase brand awareness, ho-

wever, the scope of their reach to the target audience can be limited due to a number of 

reasons such as no immediate interest in their brand, the products that does not corre-

late with the consumers taste or consumers may not notice due to the high number of 

impressions consumers are exposed to every day (Backaler, 2018). This supports the 

notion of Instagram being a suitable channel for Marimekko to capture the attention of 
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the target audience as they are present and active on the site, and therefore are likely to 

see the promoted content. 

A marketing tool to reach the desired target audience and brand objectives is the use of 

Instagrammers which companies use for marketing purposes and is described as in-

fluencer marketing. Danish Fashion companies have experienced success by using in-

fluencer marketing on Instagram (Tankovska, 2020). Due to the site’s possibilities to vi-

sually and aesthetically display their products, especially fashion companies have expe-

rienced success with using instagrammers as they are skilled in native advertising, 

meaning that instagrammers know how to promote and endorse products on Instagram 

in a manner that correlates with the sites features and users’ activities.   

Using influencer marketing as a part of a SMM strategy requires that the company make 

preliminary decisions and research where they define their marketing objective, their 

target audience and define their success criteria of the influencer marketing (Levin, 

2020). All decisions should be aligned with the company’s overall brand and SMM stra-

tegy, so that the communication is clear and consistent across communication chan-

nels, for the target audience to understand (Levin, 2020). 

Defining the marketing objective includes defining the goals that the company wishes to 

achieve. Furthermore, there should only be one primary marketing objective for each 

campaign, meaning that the purpose of the marketing/branding effort runs in a limited 

period of time (Levin, 2020). 

As Instagram has been proven to be an effective tool for companies to increase brand 

awareness, the site also is the most preferred site for Instagrammers. Instagrammers 

have the ability to impact the behavior and perception towards brand of their followers, 

and are considered opinion leaders within their area of expertise and their followers 

seek and trust their advice, and are generally perceived to deliver relevant and inspiring 

content to their followers (Odde, 2019).  This makes instagrammers an interesting tool 

for Marimekko, as according to our research, their target audience does not seem to be 

aware of the existence of the brand and those who do, have the perception of the Mari-

mekko brand selling products that in the eyes of the target audience are outdated and 

for women above 40 (Appendix 3).  Hence, in order for Marimekko to strengthen their 
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brand in Denmark to their chosen target audience through instagrammers, the focus 

should be on the branding activities; brand awareness and brand attitude. 

The target audience of the branding effort should be based on demographics, interests 

and other relevant values. Defining the target audience should not be confused with the 

SMIs the company is looking for, but who their target audience is, which in the case of 

Marimekko are women between the ages of 19-39. Marimekko’s strategy is to strengt-

hen their position with in Denmark are women in this age group. This segment is refer-

red to as millennials, and is in literature being described as one consumer entity with 

similar values and interests (Kruse, 2019). Although the age gap may seem big, millen-

nials are known to be active social media users who take an interest in society and envi-

ronmental issues. This is also the segment that uses Instagram the most on a daily ba-

sis. The age group is divided in terms of usage where 49.9% of 19-25 year olds use In-

stagram and only 33.5% of 30-39 year olds use the site. Furthermore, Instagram users 

check the site frequently and 44% use the site several times a day (Statista, 2019). Due 

to the age gap, millennials can be I widely different life situations, both in regards to in-

terests and economy. However, we argue that applying the interest for fashion the age 

gap becomes less important whereas the taste and style is the relevant factor. Mari-

mekko’s target audience can therefore be reached on Instagram. 

When selecting the influencers suitable for Marimekko’s objective to increase brand 

awareness and change brand attitude, Marimekko can choose to use micro-influencers 

who has 1000-10.000 followers, macro-influencers who have 10.000-100.000 followers 

or mega – influencers who have more than 100.000 followers (Kemp et al. 2018); 

Backaler, 2018). In Denmark there are a number of fashion instagrammers within all 

three categories, who have all managed to become instagrammers used by companies, 

through their activities on Instagram. 

Utilizing mega or macro- influencers with a big follower base could be perceived as the 

most obvious choice for Marimekko to achieve their branding objectives, as these po-

tentially can reach the most people by posting on their sites. Furthermore, as so many 

users choose to follow the instagrammers, the instagrammer could also be perceived to 

have the ability to exert influence, as they apparently are skilled to create interesting 

content, that users like to follow. However, these mega-influencers are also the most 

expensive ones to use, as companies naturally seek the influencers who can reach the 
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most people (Backaler, 2018). Using an Instagrammer with a big follower base such as 

Barbara Kristoffersen (236k) or Marianne Theodorsen (100k) could create the initial 

brand awareness. These two instagrammers wear colorful clothes and their feeds are 

filled with different colors put together beautifully. Even though these two instagrammers 

are both colorful in their expression, they have different styles which mean that they ap-

peal to different tastes. Furthermore, as big instagrammers they are considered opinion 

leaders within the segment of instagrammers and smaller instagrammers follow and 

admire the big ones (Vollero et al., 2016). Furthermore, the fashion industry keeps an 

eye on the big instagrammers to spot trends. According to Jasmin Andersen, Marimek-

ko can use the big instagrammers to create brand awareness both on the consumer 

market but also in the industry (See appendix B). Furthermore, they can change the atti-

tude towards Marimekko in the eyes of their followers, as the fashion choices of big in-

fluencers are noticed and admired by their followers. However, it is not necessarily al-

ways the biggest instagrammers that creates the biggest demand on the market. Micro 

–influencers are often eager to become recognized instagrammers, and are often willing 

to promote and endorse products for free items (See appendix B). This means that Ma-

rimekko can use micro-influencers for a low financial cost. Furthermore, smaller influen-

cers also work harder to prove their worth, and they are more likely to engage with their 

followers. Also followers find micro- influencers more approachable and relatable, which 

mean that the followers of micro-influencers are more likely to influence the attitude of 

their followers, because of the close relationship. Therefore, choosing micro influencers 

such as Kamille Kold (2.966) or Betty Krag (3.581) could help Marimekko to change the 

brand attitude. Therefore, we recommend that Marimekko select instagrammers with 

both big and smaller follower base, to reach a wide target audience.  
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7. CONCLUSION 

Many companies have implemented social media marketing in their business strategies 

and use it for branding purposes. The aim of social media marketing is to create content 

that engages users and spreads not only to company’s network but the networks of the 

followers. Through social media platforms companies can target consumers and reach 

more specifically their desired audiences. In Denmark, the area of influencing is growing 

and likewise is the use of influencer marketing. Even though many companies have ex-

perienced success with influencer marketing, the concept is still rather new in Denmark 

that companies don’t know all implications related to influencer marketing. 

Through social media, communication, influence marketing and branding theories this 

thesis aimed to find out how fashion companies should use Instagram to reach their 

branding goals and what they should take into consideration when they use Instagram 

as a branding channel. As influencer marketing is tightly linked to Instagram as a plat-

form, we studied Influencer phenomenon especially related to Instagram. Our aim was 

to reveal how influencing work and what the company has to consider when they work 

with Instagrammers. We also aimed to discover what are the possible drawbacks for the 

company when they work with Instagrammers. 

We used a Finnish design company Marimekko as our case company and our research 

question was related to their goals of reaching new target audience in Denmark and 

create brand awareness and change already existing brand attitudes.  

This study followed a social constructivist research philosophy that allowed interpretati-

on of the collected data. The empirical data consisted of an online questionnaire with 97 

respondents, an expert interview, short Facebook survey and online observations.  

Our findings show that in order to create awareness among Danish millennials through 

Instagram Marimekko should use Instagram as a megaphone to spread out their mes-

sages to a big audience, for instance, through paid advertisements. In addition, Mari-

mekko should create content that is considered interesting for their target group and this 
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way use their Instagram account as a magnet and attract traffic there. Marimekko 

should consider taking a role of an “Explorer” in their Instagram communication and aim 

to engage their followers with the content in order to create relationships with them and 

increase the organic reach through E-word-of-mouth. This could be done through com-

municating to Danish target group through country specific Instagram account and crea-

ting content that is aligned with their interests and values. Our findings show that Mari-

mekko can use Instagram also for monitoring their brand reputation and to discover 

what kind of content the followers engage with. The results of this thesis also show that 

by using Instagrammers in their Instagram strategy, Marimekko can both increase the 

brand attitude as well as impact on already existing brand attitudes through Instagram-

mers, however they should only have one primary objective for each of their campaign. 

Instagrammers with who Marimekko should work have to be aligned with the company's 

values and overall strategy. Different types of Instagrammers can benefit Marimekko in 

a different way and in Denmark Marimekko should use a mixture of mega, macro and 

micro Instagrammers as mega and macro Instagrammers can create initial brand awa-

reness while micro Instagrammers can help Marimekko to change already existing 

brand attitudes through spreading E-word-of -mouth. 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW 

Expert interview 

The Interview was conducted in Danish, and has been translated into English by the Intervie-
wer. 

The subject has approved content and translation. 

Subject  (Interviewee) is  Jasmin Andersen. Responsible for PR and Influencer marketing at 
Hvisk for two years. 

Hvisk is a Danish based accessory company, founded in 2014. 

Jasmin = J 

Interviewer = I 

  

I: Hi Jasmin, thank you for meeting with me. 

J: Of course, no problem 

I: Okay, let us start. I would like to start off by talking about Instagram. Hvisk has an In-
stagram account with a little over 50,000 followers.  Let me start by asking: What are you, 
at Hvisk, using Instagram for? 

J: Well, mainly we use Instagram for our campaigns, but you know, we are a fashion company, 
so we kind of have to have an Instagram account, so we can show our customers our great 
products (Laughing). 

I: Why have you chosen Instagram for campaigns and contact with customers? 

J: Well, we are active on a number of social media sites, however, Instagram is perfect for 
branding strategies and to reach customers…at least if you are a fashion company. 

I: How has Hvisk utilized Instagram in their campaigns and how do they reach their cus-
tomers? 

J: By “reach customers”, do you mean how we get them to follow us? 

I: Yes. And basically get interested in your company. 

J: Okay. Let me start with the first part of your question. When I started at Hvisk, Instagram was 
becoming more and more popular and the whole influencer strategy was on the rise. Other 
companies like Danish Nunoo and Swedish Daniel Wellington, which were smaller companies 
had at the time already experienced great success by using influencer marketing. 
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So, when I started my job at Hvisk I was to work on a newly planned strategy focusing on reb-
randing the brand. We were going from a jewelry brand to an accessory brand, which meant 
that Hvisk had to change their image. They had decided that Instagram should be the main 
communication channel for their rebranding strategy. In relations to this they had set up a KPI 
that they had to reach 50,000 followers within a certain period of time. 

I: How did you approach these tasks? 

J: My team had the task to build up the influencer strategy, which included finding influencers, 
establishing contact and agreeing on terms. However, the most difficult part was to make sure 
that we approached the right influencers, so to speak. Because, when I joined the team, the 
strategy was already put into motion, and Hvisk had already been) working with a couple of in-
fluencers. However, I did not find these influencers suitable for the Hvisk brand. It is extremely 
important that the influencers a company works with have the right profile as to what the com-
pany strives to obtain.  However, I did not find the influencers they have collaborated with until 
that time were matching their goals. Hvisk wanted to do a rebranding, and based on the wishes 
of the CEO and the investors, we as the Influencer marketing team did not find these influen-
cers suitable for the goal. They were simply not the right types.  We thought that the type should 
be more edgy and cool. You know the urban city girl, the girls we see on the streets of Copen-
hagen. This is the girl who would want to buy our bag and that is the girl that we would like to 
see our bag on. It has to match. 

I: Okay, how do you find the right types then? 

J: Well, um, we source out the influencers on, obviously, Instagram. Sourcing out, basically 
means that we go on Instagram and manually seek out influencers by going through a number 
of accounts. Trying to find an influencer who is interesting to us. 

I: Okay. And how does that work? 

J: Well, sourcing out influencers is a really difficult and long process. We have to find types that 
match our brand or campaign, and then we have to assess their engagement rate, such as likes 
and comments. Are the influencer’s followers liking and commenting on the influencer’s posts. 
Furthermore, we have to look at the type of comments to see if the followers are interested in 
the products promoted by the influencer. However, some influencers buy followers, likes and 
comments, which can make it even more difficult to assess the legitimacy of the real influence 
the influencers has on their followers. 

I: How do you avoid collaborating with influencers who have bought their engagement 
and followers? 

J: Well, I think it was last year or something, we started to use this new software programme 
which analyses Instagram accounts. It is possible to see from where followers of a specific ac-
count are, and from where the likes and comments are coming. So for instance if we see a big 
gain in followers, it could mean that the influencer had run some campaign or something similar, 
but if the content is as usual, the followers are most likely bought. 

In addition, if the majority of the followers are from Russia or India, we have to be extra preco-
cious as followers from these countries often are bought. The same goes for likes and com-
ments, are the likes mainly from India they are bought. And if the comments are generic for in-
stance, “Nice shot” or “Great pic” these are most likely bought. However, if the comments are 
referring to something related to the post for instance asking where to get a product, it is most 
likely a genuine comment. 

I: How do you identify suitable influencers for a specific campaign? 
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J: Actually, we start of by thinking of the influencers we follow ourselves, or someone we have 
heard of. It can be prominent accounts in the fashion industry influencers, personalities or ma-
gazines.  Basically, we start of by checking Instagram accounts. Then we go through the follo-
wers of the influencers and who they follow. We check the audience of the influencers, to see if 
they reach the target group we wish to target.   

The important element when identifying suitable influencers is their reach. Their reach is basi-
cally a reflection of how many people that see their posts. For us, these are potential customers. 
If the influencer matches our criteria and has a good reach we contact the influencer. 

I: How do you know they have good reach? 

J: Oh right. Ok. Basically, we work with two categories of influencers, paid and unpaid. If they 
are paid, let’s say 10,000 DKK for one post, we do need some assurance of their ability to in-
fluence, which is related to a certain follower count and high engagement rates. 

In addition we want to know if the reach our target audience, so in paid influencer cases we ask 
for a Media Kit. So we can see their statistics, we can see gender, city, country age group whe-
re and who do they reach. Sometimes we may ask for more specific details as to which posts 
are more popular in relations to engagement likes and comments. What we look for is, if the in-
fluencer has made a previous collaboration we would like the comments to be about the pro-
ducts she promotes. Likes are easy to give, so we want the comments to ask something like 
“where did you buy your bag”. There has to be some feedback from their followers. 

However, it is somewhat different with our unpaid collaborations. With these we do not require a 
media kit. It is more important that we find the right type. As we do not pay them we really can-
not expect them to post the product specifically. But then maybe she will wear at an event or gi-
ve to a friend who will wear out on the streets. 

I: Have you been rejected when offering collaboration to an influencer? 

J: Oh yeah! A lot of times. (Laughing) I do not take it personally. But, you know, it happens. And 
a lot of people call themselves influencers.  But I must admit it is annoying when it happens, be-
cause there is a reason that I have contacted exactly that influencer, maybe because she has a 
great style or had exceptional good engagement with her followers. Unpaid influencers are mo-
re a judgement scenario, does she has a good style, is she upcoming, but just hasn’t build her 
account yet, these sorts of things. 

I: Why would an influencer say no to collaborating? 

The thing to know about influencers is that, their Instagram account and the products they pro-
mote is a part of their brand. So it is not given that they will say yes to all offers from companies, 
the products must match their own preferences and taste, yeah, their brand – personal brand. 
The “real” influencers are very picky when it comes to collaborating with companies as they will 
be associated with the company in the future. What I am trying to say is, that influencers hold a 
great deal of power when it comes to collaborations. They have their own brand to nurture. Both 
parties have to benefit from the deal. So we as a company also have to have brand that is att-
ractive. Collaborating should be beneficial for both the company and the influencer. That is why 
it is important to find the right influencers. 

Working with influencers is basically an extension to the old endorsement deals. And a good in-
fluencer is recognized by their network – you know – is able to influence others because of their 
style, personality or whatever. But influencers are so much more relatable, they are not models 
or actors, well some are, but they decent to a level where they a more approachable. And that 
gives them power. 
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I: How do you know if the influencer has that influencing power? 

I think it depends of the purpose. For instance, at Hvisk we have used influencer marketing to 
boost our sale but also to rebrand the company. For sales purposes we have used Marianne 
Theodorsen and Jeannette Madsen, these to have an excellent reach to our main target group. 

However, in our branding campaigns we have used influencers like Thora Valdimars, because 
we wanted to create hype in the market. She is a very prominent figure within the industry and 
both consumers but also industry professionals follow her. When she promoted our products we 
experienced a demand from the industry like magazines that reached out and wanted to feature 
our products. And we also experienced an increasing interest from micro influencers that were 
interested in collaborating. 

It is actually quite funny, because, we can only see the effect after the collaboration. We will on-
ly know the success rate afterwards. So sometimes it is just a bet, and we just have to wait to 
see what happens. The branding campaign with Thora worked really well, as we got the pull ef-
fect we aimed for. You know, the industry and the consumers created the demand which lead to 
more and higher sales with our b2b customers. 

I: Has your successful strategy anything to do with the communication channels you ha-
ve used? 

J: (Laughing) Yeah, now you mention it, it has everything to do with Instagram. Insta is such a 
fast medium, like, if you post something the amount of likes and comments within the first hour 
can determine how the post will perform afterwards. I do not want to get all technical with Insta-
gram’s algorithm and all that, but, if Insta does not detect that your post is interesting meaning it 
has to get a lot of likes and comments fast, the post simply drops in people’s news feed so that 
you have to scroll down a lot before seeing the post. So yeah engagement matters. Wait, you 
asked about Instagram (laughing). Sorry, I lost track. 

I: I asked whether the communication channel, Instagram, could have impacted the suc-
cess of your campaigns. 

J: Oh, yes. That is right. Well, I mean we also use Facebook a lot. And I think here in Denmark, 
we cannot avoid Facebook, because everyone uses it. Also, the business features on Facebook 
make it easy to sell with a business account. Instagram is a much newer site and also, the bu-
siness features are not as updated like on Facebook, however, Insta is perfect for branding and 
image building. 

 Denmark is a small market. So there are only this many influencers, which also means that ba-
sically everyone follows the same influencers. Instagram breaks down boundaries, but even if 
you follow Kim Kardashian or Selena Gomez and get inspiration, you sit on your couch in Den-
mark, so if we get the right influencers, we already have an edge, because the prominent in-
fluencers in Denmark are so few and very prevalent. Consumers echo each other. Consumers 
interested in fashion always look up to influencers who again look up to a bigger influencer. So 
they copy and get inspiration from others. 

I: Which  influencers should be used for branding strategies? 

J: Well, I have already mentioned type. And also mentioned Thora, which is an excellent in-
fluencer because of her position within the industry. And good influencers have a certain power 
to their names.  But, in addition, in my experience we have benefitted greatly from micro in-
fluencers. 

I: Okay. How is that? 
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J: For instance, we were lucky to get Betty Krag. She only has like 3-4000 followers, but we 
could see that her followers comprised of several prominent influencers and brands within the 
industry, so in that way, she already has a name within the industry. So she helped to create 
hype around our brand. Like, she was our pipeline into the industry. She had some” umph” to 
her name. 

But, let us say she is a “regular” influencer. Then if she promotes something,  her followers will 
see it, and if they follow her, she has a style they like, and the they will want the same products. 
I know it sounds crazy like subconscious or something, but this is how it works. 

It spreads. It is a domino effect. If one recognized influencer promotes something soon after 
everybody wants it. 

I: Can influencer marketing replace traditional marketing such as advertising etc. ? 

J: I really think it can. As mentioned before, Nunoo and Daniel Wellington does it. I think it is a 
question of your strategy. We have run several campaigns only by using influencers, but it is still 
so new  and there are a lot factors that we have to consider and figure out how we approach 
them, so we benefit from it. But I believe it is the future when we talk about marketing, especial-
ly when it comes to branding. Influencers influence other consumers, and that is basically also 
what companies want to achieve with their marketing strategies, we want to influence consu-
mers to like us or buy our products. So why not let influential consumers that like us do it for us. 
Totally win-win. 

I: That is a great last sentence. Thank you so much for participating. 

J: You are very welcome. 
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APPENDIX C: ONLINE VOXPOP SURVEY 

We made an online voxpop on Facebook. Where we asked girls in three Facebook groups. The 
groups : Piger og problemer (Girls and problems), Girls support girls and Be yourself girls. 

Hey piger � 
Hjæælp ���� 
Kender I mærket Marimekko? 
Jeg er igang med at skrive opgave om Marimekko i Danmark. 
Og min opfattelse er, at det er lidt outdated. Og at det som regel er kvinder over 30, som køber tøj 
der. 
Men nu vil de gerne have en lidt mere “cool” profil til et yngre publikum. Og de er begyndt at bruge 
danske Influencers. 
Hvad synes I om Marimekko? 
Har I lagt mærke til at deres tøj er blevet mere “ungdommeligt”? 
Og er det pga. Influencers at I lægger mærke til det? 
I må meget gerne skrive alder i jeres svar. ���� 
På forhånd Tusinde tak for jeres svar 
  
// 
Hey Girls. 
Help 
Do you know the brand Marimekko? 
I am currently writing an assignment about Marimekko in Denmark. 
And my impression is that it is a bit outdated. And it is usually women above 30 who buy their 
clothes. 
However, now they want a more “cool” profile targeting a younger audience. And they have be-
gun to use Danish influencers as well. 
What do yo think about Marimekko? 
Have you noticed that their clothes have become mot “youthful” 
And is it because of influencers that you have noticed? 
Please state you age in your responses. 
Thank you so much in advance. 
  
  
Girls support girls – 6 answers, ages: 26,26, 28, 30, 35, 29 (age group) 
  
Answers: 
Do not know the brand, but is into fashion – 1 
Know the brand, but didn’t know they made clothes – 2 
Too expensive – 2 
Don’t know the brand, but is not into fashion – 1 
Don’t know the name, but recognize the pattern – 1 
Know and like the brand, but too expensive – 1 
See it as an old womens clothes and don’t like color and shape – 1 
  
Be yourself girls –  3 answers, ages : 27, 23, 33 
Answers: 
Know the brand, see it as an old womens brand, would never use the clothes but the home décor – 
1 
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Like the brand, but too expensive – 1 
Know the brand but would never use it because of Kirsten Birgit (the comedian), and therefore see it 
as an old womans brand - 1 
  
Piger og problemer – 22 answers - 20, 39, 22, 26, 25, 28, 21, 23, 21, 26, 19, 30, 25, 24, 19, 35, 25, 
19, 24 
Never heard of it – 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Know the brand – but would not buy it because of Kirsten Birgit  - 1 
Know it but don’t like it – 1 1 1 
Know the brand and like the home décor, but don’t like the clothes – 1 
Know the brand, but would never buy it – 1 1 
Don’t think their friends know it either – 1 
Like it but to expensive – 1 
See it as an ugly and Yvonne taste.and +40 ages – 1 
Like it and would probably buy it – 1 
  
The 16-year old girl – (influencer girl) – She likes the brand and consider it fashionable. She would 
love to have something from the store, but haven’t gotten to that yet. 
 
 


